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In *Which Two Heads are Better than One*, Juliet Bourke has written a thoroughly engaging book, and issued a challenge to all boards and executive teams to think differently, and in a more disciplined way, about how they deal with innovation and the demands that they face every day.

Juliet demonstrates why diversity matters; she rightly focuses on every aspect of diversity, not just gender. She asks the question “is there a dependable formula to help groups make smarter decisions and generate breakthrough insights?” and demonstrates that there is such a formula. Her key insight is that this requires diversity of group composition, disciplined not random conversations, being open about our biases, and a new style of leadership (“leading from the middle of the circle”).

This book prompts significant reflections for all boards, in particular: Are we diverse enough? Do we have the right leadership? How disciplined are we in different approaches to solving problems? Do we have the humility to consider new ways of working together? Do we have any choice given the complex, multi-dimensional issues we confront regularly?

I commend this book to all boards and executive teams. It will confront how you think about all aspects of the way we work, and that is both a challenge and an opportunity.

Elizabeth Proust AO FAICD  
Chairman  
Australian Institute of Company Directors
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Introduction

Increasingly, diversity of thinking is being touted as a panacea to improve organisational performance and protect against organisational risk. But there’s little that comes after this headline of an idea – beyond anecdotes like this:

Several years ago, Pacific Power and Light (PP&L), which serves customers in the American Cascade Mountains, had a problem with ice building up on its power transmission lines. To stop the lines from breaking, especially after a blizzard, linesmen were sent deep into the forest to climb the towers, tug on the lines and remove the ice. The job was unpleasant and dangerous. Even though the problem was predictable – after all, winter happens every year – a safer solution continued to elude PP&L.

One year, PP&L decided to host yet another “brainstorming” workshop, this time with the linesmen, their supervisors, an accountant and a secretary. The workshop didn’t start well. Several hours had already passed and the group was nowhere nearer finding a solution than the previous brainstorming groups. During the morning tea break, one of the linesmen was overheard saying, “I really hate this job. Just last week I was coming down from a pole only to find I was looking at one of the biggest, meanest black bears I’ve ever seen”.

Seeking to motivate participants, the workshop leader retold the linesman’s tale to the rest of the group, leading to a stream of consciousness….

“We should train the bears to climb the poles. Their weight would probably be enough to shake the wires and knock the ice off,” quipped one of the linesmen.

Someone scoffed, “Sure, but how are you going to entice them to do that? And do it straight after a blizzard?”

“We’ll put honey pots on top of the poles!” laughed the linesman.

“And, we’ll ‘borrow’ the CEO’s helicopter to fly them in!” added another, bringing to mind images of honey pots attached by long wires being lowered over the electrical poles.

When the laughter died down, the secretary spoke up for the first time, “When I was a nurse in Vietnam, the injured soldiers arrived at our field hospital by helicopter. The downwash from the helicopter blades was amazing. Dust would fly everywhere. I wonder if we just flew the helicopter over the power lines at a low altitude, would the downwash from those blades be enough to shake the lines and knock the ice off?”
Proponents of this story believe it’s a poster-child for diverse thinking. They point to the importance of including outsiders (the secretary and accountant). They invoke the brainstorming mantra: “there’s no such thing as a stupid idea.”

We take a different view. In fact, we believe this story points to almost everything that’s wrong with the standard approach to harnessing diversity of thinking – and the reason for this book.

Our view is that generating diversity of thinking requires more diligence than simply assembling a disparate group of people, encouraging random brainstorming and crossing one’s fingers. That approach might work... sometimes... and apparently it worked for PP&L on this occasion. But only because they got lucky. The truth is, if the workshop leader had not overheard that linesman, if a different secretary had been included in the group, or if the secretary had not spoken up, linesmen would probably still be out in the mountains risking their lives.

Taking the PP&L story one step further, and into the hearts of senior level groups such as boards, executive teams and cabinets, it doesn’t take much effort to wonder if the value of diversity of thinking is similarly a bit ‘hit and miss’ in these settings? If that’s so, then given the onerous responsibilities of these small groups and the cascading impact of their strategic decisions, the consequences – and the opportunities – are profound.

If the PP&L story does not demonstrate a reliable model for problem-solving, one that creates and then uses diversity of thinking, why does it have such a powerful resonance? The first answer is familiarity; the second is belief.

PP&L put into play an idea and a process that everyone is familiar with, particularly in western organisations. Every day, people work in small teams and discuss ideas via some sort of brainstorming process. Each volunteers their opinion, sometimes in turns, other times in a cacophony of voices, but all comfortable

---

that this free-flowing and seemingly democratic process will result in quality idea generation and debate. Certainly it feels better than an autocratic process in which a leader speaks and followers only listen.

As for belief, boards, executive teams, working groups and sub-committees, as well as their thoughtful leaders, believe in the inherent value of collective intelligence. They recognise that no one person, however smart, can have the breadth and depth of perspective necessary to make the ‘best’ decision, especially in a VUCA world: Volatile, Unstable, Complex and Ambiguous. They understand the inherent weakness of a decision-making team comprising people who are more similar than different, who are, in effect, a leader’s clones. They worry about personal and group blind-spots and biases.

As Alan Joyce, CEO of Qantas explains “I believe diversity makes you stronger, gives you better understanding of risks in planning. For example, the way we are set up in Jetstar. I wanted to make sure we could see what other people were doing, that we could share experiences. I’m a big believer in cross-fertilising ideas”\(^2\). Intuitively seeking to quantify the value of that diversity, Australian Chief of Army, Lieutenant General Angus Campbell adds “You are going to get that extra 20% from the others. No one person is going to produce the best solution… and ultimately, in a business context or in a competitive environment, the 80% wave is the wave to obsolescence, not to next opportunity.”\(^3\)

Such thinking is underpinned by a stream of best-sellers focusing on collective intelligence, diversity, decision-making and bias. Books like Jim Surowiecki’s (2004) *Wisdom of Crowds: Why the many are smarter than the few and how collective wisdom shapes business, economies and nations*\(^4\); Scott Page’s (2007) *The Difference: How the power of diversity creates better groups, firms, schools and societies*\(^5\); Dan Ariely’s (2008) *Predictably Irrational: The hidden forces that shape our decisions*\(^6\); Malcolm Gladwell’s *Blink: The power of thinking without thinking* (2007)\(^7\) and *Outliers: The story of success* (2008)\(^8\); or Daniel Kahneman’s (2011) epic *Thinking, Fast and

---

\(^2\) Interview Juliet Bourke and Alan Joyce, 11 July 2014.
Slow. Books that also picked apart the slew of corporate failures (like Enron) or disasters (like BP) as mesmerizingly catalogued by Margaret Heffernan’s (2011) Wilful Blindness: Why we ignore the obvious at our peril.

Unfortunately, these widely read and intensely thought-provoking books raise more questions than they answer. They are fascinating and compelling, yet deeply troubling. They point to a yawning gap between what could be, if our decision-making groups consistently tapped into the potential of diversity of thinking and collective intelligence, and what occurs far too often: flawed decisions and compromised organisational performance.

Why the gap? Because while many might agree at an intellectual level that diversity of thinking enhances group performance, very few can put their finger on why it works or how to achieve it with any degree of specificity. Indeed few can even agree on what creates diversity of thinking – is it a maverick in a group? Is it people from minorities? Is it, as touted by books and films about the Enigma codebreakers of Bletchley Park, the coming together of team members from different educational disciplines or backgrounds? This knowledge gap means choices about group composition are often guided by hunches and feelings – a less than rigorous selection process.

And circling back to a group’s discussion process, there’s a trove of research questioning the value of random group brainstorming activities. Indeed, after reviewing 20 of these studies conducted over a period of 25 years, Syracuse University Professor Brian Mullen and his colleagues concluded,

“It appears to be particularly difficult to justify brainstorming techniques in terms of any performance outcomes, and the long-lived popularity of brainstorming techniques is unequivocally and substantively misguided.”

Nevertheless, there doesn’t seem to be a viable alternative group discussion process. As a result, well-intentioned efforts to catalyse diversity of thinking are at risk of falling short or, like PP&L, only succeeding through luck. There is no proven, repeatable process to guarantee that groups consistently generate the highest quality of thinking;

no proven method to ensure, as Lieutenant General Angus Campbell put it, that they generate the extra 20%; no reliable way to create a disruptive idea – the breakthrough insight that leads to a new way of operating, service, product or market.

This book chronicles our search for such methods, looking for the answers as to who, what and how. In particular, we wanted to identify whether there is a dependable formula to help groups make smarter decisions and generate breakthrough insights.

In our search, we considered the assumptions most leaders make about diversity of thinking and tested them against rigorous research to identify the factors that actually improve decision-making and the reasons why. And then we asked: “what other elements are required?”

This led us to identify four enablers of diversity of thinking,

First, paying attention to group composition in terms of ‘surface level diversity’ – that is, race, gender, functional roles and educational disciplines – gives a group a much better chance of seeing a scenario broadly and debating vigorously. *It’s all about who is in the group.*

Second, individuals differ in their ‘deep level diversity’, that is, the mental frameworks they use to solve problems. It is the *combination* of these frameworks which creates a robust solution. Worryingly, we also found that senior teams tend to hold similar mental frameworks, thus narrowing group debate and giving rise to blind spots. Making those frameworks transparent, and introducing a process to consider each framework separately, provides a more effective discussion process. *It’s about the disciplined process the diverse group uses to think and debate.*

Third, notwithstanding attention to surface level diversity and deep level diversity, unconscious biases can interfere with individual relationships and group behaviours, as well as levels of attention to diverse ideas. These biases influence the composition of a group and manner of group debate. Awareness of these biases, together with the application of practical mitigation strategies, is key to being open to, and integrating, diverse thinking. *It’s about mitigating biases that pull towards maintenance of the status quo.*

Fourth, we found that a diverse group functions best with a highly inclusive leader – a leader who role-models what it means to behave inclusively and creates an environment in which diversity is respected and valued. As Bruce Stewart, Director of Strategic Initiatives, US Office of Personnel Management told us,
“The old IQ was focused around individual intelligence. The new IQ is based on more of a group intelligence. The old IQ is about how smart you are; the new IQ is about how smart you make your team…. Instead of a leader leading from the top of the pyramid, they lead from the middle of the circle.”

The importance of inclusive leadership is a clarion call for board chairs, CEOs and team leaders.

Much of the credit for our conclusions goes to academic researchers from multiple disciplines – psychology, law, business and economics – who have conducted studies over the decades into the many different elements that create diversity of thinking. But, more than just curate existing studies, we also conducted our own empirical research and tested our ideas through a crucible of field studies with global leaders and their teams in a diverse set of organisations. Our job was then to pull together all of these findings and identify how teams can apply this evidence in a practical way to solve complex problems.

It has been a process in which we learned humility – making diversity of thinking real in a reliable, dependable and repeatable way is really hard. Each time we tested an idea, we found aspects that worked and others that we could discard. Setting one more part of the puzzle into place only made us aware that more was to be done. We should have realised at the get-go that if this journey was going to be easy, and the answers simple, the discussion would be over by now. There’s still more to know, but what we have learned so far will help leaders and teams to close the gap between what’s currently happening and what’s possible.

**Diversity of thinking enablers**

1. **Composition**: a focus on specific aspects of group composition in terms of visible and invisible diversity
2. **Conversation**: disciplined debating and thinking processes instead of random brainstorming
3. **Bias mitigation**: mitigating biases that pull individuals and the group back to homogeneity and the status quo
4. **Inclusive leadership**: a mindset and set of behaviours that enables leaders to role-model what it means to be, and create an environment that is, highly inclusive of diversity.

---

About this book

This is a book of surprises. We disrupt several mainstream assumptions about diversity of thinking, and replace them with evidence that will help leaders understand how diversity of thinking works and be more deliberate and effective in using diversity of thinking to make better decisions.

Inside this book is a holistic view about diversity of thinking, as well as practical ideas about how to improve decision-making through applying insights about diversity, bias and collaboration in teams. Simply put, our focus is on getting to the truth about:

**Who:** The composition of a decision-making group to ensure those *who* are present have a breadth of perspective – beyond ensuring team members have the requisite level of knowledge, experience and skills to be part of the decision-making group.

**What:** The thinking and debating processes used by the group to explore diverse approaches to problem-solving and mitigate bias, that is, *what* individuals and the group talk about.

**How:** *How* the diverse group is led so as to ensure individuals feel respected and valued, and work together collaboratively to identify risks and generate breakthrough ideas.

Our goal is to offer ideas about how to be more purposeful and effective when selecting team members, facilitating group thinking processes and creating a sense of team. These insights are critical for anyone who regularly works in small group settings and wants to generate higher levels of team performance, but especially for those playing a leadership role.

Moreover, as a consequence of discussing who, what and how, we also provide ideas about how leadership groups, such as boards and executive teams, can help to influence those who report to them. The powerful questions that leadership groups ask of others, as well as the processes they use to make a decision, will cascade – from boards to executives, executives to senior leaders, senior leaders to middle managers – to help ensure that higher quality decision-making is the organisational norm. These
ideas and questions are not intended to replace existing good models of governance, but to enhance them by identifying and addressing potential weaknesses.

**Part 1: Clarity of thinking** clarifies the nature of diversity of thinking: how diversity of thinking is generated and operates in the context of decision-making. We know from our work with thousands of leaders in different organisations and across multiple countries, that those outside a leadership team intuitively assess whether the group is ‘diverse’ by looking at visible indicators such as differences in race/culture, gender and functional role. It turns out this intuition is correct, albeit for unexpected reasons. But there’s something more than visible diversity that enables diversity of thinking.

‘Deep level’ diversity refers to the ways people tend to approach problem-solving – their mental frameworks. Our research reveals that *individuals* are biased to use one or two of six possible problem-solving approaches. Good decision-making requires consideration of all these six approaches. *Groups,* however, can become dominated by the preferred approach of the group’s leader or by a voting block, particularly at senior levels. Frequently, we observed a bias in *senior teams* to apply a narrow range of problem-solving approaches. We also share our field work on helping small teams use all six different approaches, in a deliberate way, to think through problems and generate innovative ideas and robust solutions.

Finally, in this part, we look at the issue of style preferences (for example, introvert/extrovert) concluding, perhaps controversially, that diversity of thinking is *not* created by ensuring a group comprises people with different personality styles.

Collectively, this information will help groups to be more disciplined in the way they think about diversity, select team members to truly provide diversity of perspective and approach, and help themselves and team members to adapt to others’ problem-solving approaches.

**Part 2: Biases and behaviours** goes on to explain that even if a group has been selected with attention to visible and invisible diversity, and leaders have applied disciplined processes for group debate, biases can still pull a group towards sameness of thinking – and away from diversity. Weaving in lessons from the demise of the Enron board and the Mayfield bombing case, Part 2 discusses some of these biases,
namely social biases that limit connectivity with diverse people, information biases that limit the ability to access diverse ideas, and attentional biases that limit the ability to consider and process diversity of thinking.

Popular books, such as Sheryl Sandberg’s 2013 best-seller *Lean In: Women, work and the will to lead*¹³ and *Blindspot: Hidden biases of good people*¹⁴ by Harvard University Professor Mahzarin Banaji and University of Washington Professor Anthony Greenwald, have raised awareness of the power of unconscious biases, particularly in relation to gender and race stereotypes. Many other authors have highlighted broader decision-making biases including groupthink (the tendency of a group to converge so as to ensure equilibrium), confirmation bias (the tendency to confirm a position already held), anchoring bias (the tendency to overweight an initial proposition) and framing bias (the tendency to limit attention to what is within an immediate frame of reference).

Yet we have seen little effort to systematically introduce strategies to counteract unconscious biases when making decisions, particularly in order to access, or when faced with, diverse information and ideas. When Forbes published an oft-quoted article about Warren Buffett’s “novel” strategy of counteracting confirmation bias (namely by inviting an opponent to speak with him on a panel so he could listen to a contrary point of view), it only highlighted that such strategies are still not the norm¹⁵, despite the fact that Darwin spoke of confirmation bias over 150 years ago¹⁶.

Following the lead of Charles Darwin and President Obama, we offer practical bias mitigation strategies for leaders and teams, taking into account the energy one needs to actively work against bias. In particular, we offer strategies for the time-poor and cognitively-stretched leader (which probably encompasses all leaders) by considering the relationship between cognitive depletion and unconscious biases. This information will help leaders and groups ensure that the potential of diversity of thinking is not eroded by inattention or conflict, rather that it is enabled through active efforts of inclusion.

Part 3: The special role of inclusive leaders and leadership groups introduces the concept of inclusive leadership and identifies the pivotal role that inclusive leaders play in creating optimal conditions for diverse thinking groups. Having worked with highly inclusive leaders – exemplars – from around the world, we identify the six signature traits of these leaders in terms of their mental models (what they think about) and their behaviours (what they do).

By way of example, we now know that highly inclusive leaders demonstrate extraordinary levels of commitment to diversity, are highly cognisant of personal and organisational biases and work hard to correct course. Crucially, inclusive leaders exhibit high levels of curiosity in diverse others and create inclusive cultures conducive to collaboration. In essence, highly inclusive leaders role-model what it means to be inclusive of diversity, which is a very different mindset (and skill-set) to being inclusive of others who are similar. We bring these insights to life through the story of Colonel Fegan and his command of 800 tri-service and international personnel, along with 3,000 Afghan soldiers, in 2012 during the Afghanistan war.

Finally, we draw together our insights – about visible and invisible diversity, group discussion processes, biases and inclusive leadership – and consider senior leadership groups. How can these groups – boards and executives – operationalise our insights so as to enhance their own interactions? To assist, we provide seven areas of self-reflection.

We also provide boards and executives with ideas about how they can use our framework of analysis to review strategies and recommendations developed by sub-ordinate groups, and influence other stakeholders (such as professional bodies). Our suggested seven powerful questions will help leadership groups ensure that diversity of thinking has been woven into the processes of those who report to them.

This is an exciting moment to be talking about diversity of thinking. For the past five years, the global focus on diversity has intensified, particularly in terms of the gender composition of boards and executive teams. In Australia, company directors and executives have shaped and responded to that interest through landmark initiatives such as the Australian Stock Exchange 2010 ‘Corporate (Diversity) Governance

---

Principles & Recommendations’ and the former Australian Sex Discrimination Commissioner’s ‘Male Champions of Change’. These two initiatives in particular have influenced executives and governance bodies around the world, in countries including Japan, Canada, Singapore, New Zealand and France.

However, diversity of thinking is so much more than gender diversity. Board members and executives have the opportunity to shape the next wave of change, domestically and internationally, by being clear about the:

1. Connection between diversity of thinking and team high performance
2. Surface level factors which generate diversity of thinking in terms of team composition
3. Processes that help elicit deep level diversity differences during group conversations
4. Hands-on role played by leaders in modelling inclusive behaviours and creating an environment of collaboration
5. Influence of leadership groups, such as boards and executive teams, in role modelling and asking powerful questions so as to ensure diversity of thinking and inclusive leadership become business as usual.

*Which Two Heads Are Better Than One?* helps define these five factors, providing a blueprint for improving the quality of thinking in decision-making teams and accelerating the journey to equality.

**The final word**

At a time when business and political environments are characterised by VUCA, there has never been a greater incentive to adopt disciplined thinking. If organisations are to make far-sighted and robust decisions about hydra-headed problems, they need to learn how to capitalise on the collective intelligence of diverse thinking groups.

We believe that when leaders and teams take a disciplined approach to diversity of thinking, it increases the chances of the group making the best decision and generating successful outcomes. By ‘success’ we mean both the objective value of a decision – its ‘rightness’ when compared with other options – and also its subjective value – the extent to which it is perceived as a ‘good’ decision and accepted by those it affects. In contrast, a lack of clarity about diversity of thinking – uncertainty about
how to create inclusive leader and team behaviours, and haphazard processes to generate diversity of thinking during decision-making—leaves too much to chance and is a recipe for average or under-performance.

Finally, in taking a more deliberate and precise approach to fostering diversity of thinking and enhancing collective intelligence, we have encountered a very positive secondary effect. Notably, that attending to deep level diversity (that is, the ways that people solve problems), in addition to surface level diversity (for example, race and gender), generates higher levels of inclusion. Team members experience a stronger sense that their uniqueness is recognised and respected, and also gain a deeper appreciation for the value of others.

In fact, we have come to believe that a focus on diversity of thinking helps fulfil some very positive human needs: it indulges people’s sense of curiosity, enables people to create meaning by being part of something that is bigger than themselves, and facilitates more equitable and inspiring workplaces.
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WHICH TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE?
Part 1

Clarity of thinking

The value of collective decision-making and diversity of thinking seems like a universal truth, encoded in our modern-day sayings: “if everybody is thinking alike, then somebody isn’t thinking”; “it is better to be blind than see things from only one point of view”; “two heads are better than one” and “when you need to make an important decision, never do it alone”.

But, as it is also said, “the devil is in the detail”. While these proverbs on wisdom point in the right direction, a few more sentences would have been helpful to bring these insights to life. What creates a ‘different point of view’? Is this just a numbers game? Would any two heads make a difference? How do people know if they are following the crowd or thinking for themselves?

In essence: what is diversity of thinking and what conditions will create value from that diversity?

There’s a logical sequence to answering these questions. Before discussing the conditions needed to bring diversity of thinking to life, one needs to be clear about the nature of cognitive diversity itself. Without a clear definition, diversity of thinking is more like a ‘fingers crossed’ aspiration than an operational tool. Knowing what type of diversity to focus on, and when, is a critical component to gaining value from collective intelligence.

We hear people using a variety of phrases and ideas to describe the elements of diversity of thinking, with some common themes, but little consistent agreement. Having listened to these phrases and sought to distinguish between them in practice, we now define diversity of thinking as:
1. Diversity of *perspective* – how people perceive or see an issue. Understanding what drives diversity of perspective helps to ensure that the way a situation or problem is defined is broad – that, collectively, the group sees the full picture.

2. Diversity of *approach* – the mental frameworks people use to solve problems once they have been defined. Much like using a familiar tool in a physical toolbox, people tend to approach problem-solving moments with familiar mental tools in hand. Although one might acknowledge the value of using a range of tools to create a well-crafted solution, familiarity breeds the repetitive use of, and higher levels of competency with, just one or two tools. Moreover, people are often unaware of their mental frameworks, assume that others share the same framework and sometimes become disconcerted or confused when they experience others approaching a problem in a different way. Becoming conscious of personal mental frameworks, as well as understanding and integrating the frameworks of others, are significant elements in the creation of a diverse thinking group.

Importantly, we do not define diversity of thinking in terms of personality types or thinking *styles*. In this context, people often refer to personality assessment tools such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and the Belbin Team Roles model, or even elements of the Big Five Personality factors such as introversion/extroversion. The validity of the MBTI has been strongly challenged, but this is not the reason we have pushed it to the side, along with the other personality tools. Rather it is because these tools focus on understanding individual preferences in the way people like to learn, mull things over and communicate. Assuming validity, they are more about the *process* of thinking, whereas, when we use the term ‘diversity of thinking’ we are referring to the *outcomes* of the thinking process: different insights and ideas.

To be clear, we take a view that a group of people brought together for their diverse thinking styles will not necessarily generate diversity of thought. If leaders want a team to generate diversity of thinking, then understanding diversity of *perspective* and diversity of *approach* is key.
A cautionary tale
Before we discuss these elements, let us share one of our early missteps, which taught us an important lesson about the role of perspective and approach in team composition. In 2011, the CEO of a business division of a global commodities company asked us to help develop a three-year talent strategy. Having undertaken some preliminary data analysis, we brought together a working group comprising 15 of his employees to discuss, debate and make recommendations for change. These 15 individuals were handpicked on the basis that they had each expressed an interest in developing the strategy and, together, the group was diverse in terms of its racial/cultural composition, female/male ratio and representation across the business. What could go wrong?

It transpired that most of the team members had a low level of knowledge about how talent strategies work. Of course they had their own personal experiences, but only two of them had a detailed knowledge of recruitment, deployment, development, performance management, promotion and termination. And the capacity for the group to ‘think differently’ could not make up for foundational knowledge gaps when it came to developing detailed ideas.

In hindsight it seems obvious. We had paid too much attention to diversity and insufficient attention to qualifying people’s knowledge and capability to answer the question. We may not have needed 100% of participants to know about human resources in detail, but 13% (2/15) was clearly a mistake. Our hunch is that the balance should have been more like 80% (12/15), with those extra three people providing more of a “user experience” lens on the discussion.

So our first hard lesson was this: paying attention to diversity of thinking is a plus factor and one to be considered after potential team members have demonstrated their capability in terms of domain knowledge, experience and competence.

Only then, once leaders are sure that potential team members have the right experience and expertise, should consideration be given to the concepts discussed in the next two chapters: how diversity of perspective gives a group the 360 degree circular sweep of a radar to gain the broadest possible view; and how diversity of approach gives a group multiple ‘building blocks’ or mental models to build an integrated solution to a problem (refer to Figure 1).
1.1 Diversity of perspective and the radar model

We often hear people talking about diversity of thinking in terms of team members having diverse perspectives and, in combination, a breadth of perspective. This intuitive recognition of the link between diversity of thinking and perspective belies the challenge in achieving that goal. How so?

People’s every day experiences suggest that individuals think differently to one another. Every time you proffer an opinion and it is countered by someone else, your belief in diversity of thinking is reinforced. But step back from the fray a little and ask yourself whether, in fact, those differences of opinion are more at the margins than the centre. The conclusions from the field of social psychology are that, by and large, points of view within an individual’s range of contacts are likely to be more similar than fundamentally different. This similarity arises from two fundamental human biases:

1. **Similarity attraction bias** (or homophily) – people tend to ‘lean in’ and connect faster and firmer with those who feel similar (‘birds of a feather’ so to speak)\(^\text{18}\).

2. **In-group bias** – people tend to associate with, and gain their social identity from, groups of people who are more alike than different. When one seeks advice, it’s more often from these trusted networks of people who share common experiences, backgrounds and beliefs. It’s like an echo chamber.

In other words, people build perspectives on the world through their personal experiences, and this is shaped and refined by reference to the cultural knowledge of micro and broader in-groups.

Visualise your cumulative experiences as an arc of perspective radiating outwards from yourself. Now, imagine you are standing next to someone in your in-group. Chances are they will share a similar arc of perspective. There may be differences of degree, but broadly your arcs are similar because your world views have been formed by similar, even shared, experiences, backgrounds and beliefs (refer to Figure 2).
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**Figure 2**: Visual representation of the extended arc of perspective created by two in-group members

So to create diversity of perspective, individuals need to connect with people holding very different world views. Imagine the range of insight a group could have if its members were truly diverse and combined their perspectives. The group could, potentially, see a situation or problem broadly from 360 degrees rather
than bouncing forwards and backwards within a narrow arc of similarity. It seems obvious, the challenge is how, in practical terms, can such an outcome be achieved?

One simple but effective strategy is to amplify the weak signals of difference even within an in-group, for example those that are expressed by people on the fringes. These ‘fringe dwellers’ occupy a place in one’s own social network, as well as another very different network. Fringe dwellers’ ability to span both groups means that they can communicate across boundaries, transmitting and translating the perspectives of multiple networks. But there’s more, and perhaps even easier ways of creating diversity of perspective.

So begins the detective story and our search for rigorous research that identifies real and significant drivers of perspective. One can’t rely upon gut feel because everyone tends to ‘feel’ that their in-group members are really different from each other, whereas objectively an in-group is more similar than different. And adopting a scattergun approach to group selection (much like buying a lucky bag of mixed sweets) is inefficient as well as unreliable. If groups know how to broaden the sweep of their collective radar, they can intentionally and efficiently get closer to building teams with a comprehensive picture of an issue – the first element of any decision-making process (that is, defining the ‘situation’).

Our search for the factors that create diversity of perspective turned up many distractions and false leads. People hold numerous assumptions and stereotypes about individual and group differences, very little of which are supported by quality research. To be fair, the quest is challenging, as identifying group or even individual differences is difficult. People are the sum of multiple parts and cannot be easily separated into simple binary groups (female/male or engineer/lawyer), as if falling on one side of that dimension explains all there is to know about them, or at least what is critical to understanding their world view.

Nevertheless, current research reveals three significant aspects of visible diversity that influence diversity of thinking: race (or culture), gender, functional role/
educational discipline. These factors don’t *always* influence perspective, and not in the simplistic way one might assume, but creating groups with an eye to these three features and knowing how they operate, can increase the likelihood of perspective diversity within the group.

In this chapter we consider these factors in detail, starting with race, moving to gender and finishing with function and education. To some degree, our trajectory follows a curve of escalating impact of these factors on one’s individual perspective. This is because the impact of race and gender socialisations are more malleable, whereas perspectives founded in functional roles and education seem to have the most durable and consistent impact on an individual’s perspective. Put simply, everyone is highly influenced by their context; change the context and people start to change their perspective, but some aspects take longer to change than others. What is more enduring – and much more intriguing – is the impact of others’ visible diversity on stimulating diversity of thinking in groups.

**Race: curiosity and attention**

There’s no doubt that racially/culturally diverse groups will generate a broader read of the environment (and therefore the problem they are trying to resolve), than one generated by a racially/culturally homogenous group. Even more critically, that breadth of perspective will have a positive effect on a group’s decisions.

These conclusions are supported by compelling research showing that the racial diversity of top teams can measurably enhance company performance. For example, in 2013 Professors Bo and Sabina Nielsen (both teaching at Copenhagen Business School and the University of Technology, Sydney) published their research comparing the performance of 146 Swiss listed companies, across 32 industries, between 2001 and 2008 21. They examined Return on Assets (ROA) – as a measure of financial performance – and the characteristics of top teams, including nationality diversity (Swiss companies are required to disclose in their annual reports the nationality of their top executives), functional diversity (that is, the roles held by executives) and tenure. Lest there be any question as to the chain of causation, the data on composition was collected at the beginning of the year, and the data on ROA at
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the end of the financial year. This helped the Nielsens to identify if, and what type of, demographics influenced ROA.

The Nielsens found that not all diversity makes a positive difference to company performance, but that nationality and functional diversity definitely did. They discovered that companies with a positive ROA were significantly more likely to have a top team that was racially diverse and with executives performing diverse functions. Other aspects of team diversity (age, education, industry and international experience) did not have a positive impact on ROA once nationality diversity was taken into account. Further, the positive impact of nationality diversity became stronger over time. As racially-diverse teams worked together for longer, company performance also increased – presumably because longer-tenured groups had worked through cultural misunderstandings. Finally, the Nielsens found that the positive effect of top team nationality diversity was amplified in companies with greater levels of internationalisation and those with higher industry growth, meaning that a racially diverse top team is particularly critical for multi-national operations and conditions of complexity and change.

Coming at this from another angle, and yet reaching a similar conclusion about the productive value of racial diversity, are a number of large scale studies examining the quality/novelty of academic research papers and the ethnicity profile of the co-authors. These studies use an article’s publication in a high prestige journal as one indicator of its value, as well as the number of times it has been cited by other researchers. They assess ethnicity via the authors’ surnames or their country location.

By way of example, and to give you a sense of scale and therefore the reliability of their findings, Harvard University Professors Richard Freeman and Wei Huang\(^22\) reviewed the performance of 1.5 million scientific articles published over a 13 year period. University of Chicago Professor Matthew Smith and his colleagues\(^23\) reviewed 1.25 million academic papers published across 8 disciplines over a 17 year period. And their intriguing conclusions? When co-researchers are of
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diverse ethnicity, their papers outperform those authored by researchers who are racially homogeneous, in terms of journal placement and citations.

Thinking about the implications for boards for a moment, while the Nielsens’ study looked at executive team diversity and Freeman, Huang, Smith and colleagues looked at research teams, it seems only logical that their findings would be applicable to the discussions, decisions and papers developed by boards. Indeed, for boards responsible for multi-national companies, surely their relevance would be a matter of common sense? But what about boards which are locally domiciled? Does racial diversity add value in that context?

A curiosity trigger
Both sets of studies hold a clue. Firstly, the Nielsen study found strong evidence to support the view that diversity of nationality improves top team, and therefore organisational, performance – but not just for multi-national companies. Secondly, while Smith and his colleagues analysed research papers co-written by authors in different countries, Freeman and Huang only reviewed papers written by authors living in the USA. Yet racial diversity had a demonstrable effect on group performance irrespective of whether the team was operating globally or locally. Why would that be so? How does racial diversity influence performance?

Asked to theorise about this issue, people often offer the view that racial minorities bring important new perspectives to group decision-making. That’s probably true, but in fact the much stronger reason that racial diversity enables better decision-making is far more basic: including racial minorities in a group causes those in the visible majority to do a better job.

Now the story gets interesting.

More clues about the impact of visible diversity on group performance come from a study by Professor Sam Sommers from the Department of Psychology of Tufts University in the USA. Sommers has long been interested in the relationship between group diversity and decision-making, and not just decision-making in an abstract way, but how diversity influences significant real world decisions. High up on the ‘significance’ rating scale are decisions made by juries in criminal trials, especially
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in the USA, where a decision about an accused’s guilt means the difference between freedom, incarceration and capital punishment. So it’s not surprising that Sommers chose this decision-making scenario for his PhD research. In a nutshell, Sommers wanted to know: does diversity influence a jury’s decision-making processes and ultimate judgment and, if so, how?

To answer these questions, Sommers set up an experiment with jurors, selected from the citizens of Washentaw County Michigan who were eligible for jury duty, and conducted a mock criminal trial. The mock jurors’ task was to decide, beyond reasonable doubt, whether an accused was guilty of sexual assault. As with any criminal trial, the jurors heard evidence from prosecution witnesses (in this case there were seven, including the two alleged victims), and defence witnesses (in this case there were three). In Sommers’ experiment, there was no question that the victims had been assaulted, the only issue in dispute was whether the accused was the assailant. The victims agreed that they couldn’t identify their assailant’s face, but one victim could identify a scar similar to one on the accused’s torso. There were crime scene samples of hair and semen, but the DNA analysis could only say it was consistent with the accused’s DNA profile, not that it was definitively his. It was a classic question of identification.

So, the jury’s decision was one with high stakes, conflict and complexity, and one where diversity of thinking could increase the chances of the ‘right’ decision being made. But how does one test that? How does one hold almost everything stable and vary a diversity factor? How could Sommers pinpoint whether diversity influenced a group’s thinking process when so much is possible? Sommers came up with an ingenious experimental design. Firstly, he decided to observe not just one jury, but 29 juries (each with six people). This meant that he could watch the behaviours of the 174 jurors, and 29 juries as groups, studying their decision-making process and their decision (the output). Secondly, he controlled the information (the input) each jury considered. Unlike a normal jury trial, in which attorneys and witnesses might say slightly different things in the heat of the moment, Sommers videoed the 30 minute trial, and required each jury to listen to exactly the same
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evidence before retiring for their jury deliberations. The only thing that changed was the composition of the six person mock jury, and that composition changed on only one dimension, meaning that on every other dimension the groups were the same. Let’s call them Type A and Type B juries.

It worked like this: after viewing the video, each jury was given 60 minutes to reach a decision. Their deliberations were recorded along with their verdict. You can see Sommers’ observations in the call out box below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type A Juries</th>
<th>Type B Juries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 minutes deliberation</td>
<td>38 minutes deliberation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 facts discussed</td>
<td>25 facts discussed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 factual inaccuracies</td>
<td>8 factual inaccuracies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 uncorrected error</td>
<td>2 uncorrected errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 missing evidence noted</td>
<td>1 missing evidence noted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Type A juries took longer making their decision than Type B juries and their deliberations were more precise and thoughtful. They discussed more of the 46 major case facts, made fewer factual mistakes, left fewer inaccurate statements uncorrected and noticed more missing evidence. Type B juries were faster and sloppier. Those findings are deeply concerning. Even more so when we tell you, as perhaps you already guessed, that the flawed information processing behaviours exhibited by Type B juries increased the chances of them making a flawed decision. In particular, while 28 of the 29 juries either acquitted the accused or delivered a hung verdict (meaning that they were unable to make a unanimous decision that the accused, ‘beyond reasonable doubt’, assaulted the victims), only a Type B jury delivered a guilty verdict. A flawed decision? How else to describe a verdict that sits at odds with 97% of the juries, who looked at the same evidence?

So what triggered the difference between the conversation patterns in the Type A and Type B juries, which ultimately caused one of the Type B juries to make the wrong decision? Visible diversity in the juries’ composition: Type A juries comprised racially diverse members who were African American and white; whereas, Type B juries were racially homogenous, comprising all white participants.

If that was what you were expecting, wait for the kicker. Yes, racial diversity – as
most would assume – made the jury more effective. But the question is: why? Was it because the African American jurors raised new and different points of view? Yes they did, but that was only part of their impact. Sommers’ insightful finding was that the larger impact of the African American jurors was more indirect. Their presence changed the behaviours and comments of the white jurors. It was the white jurors who, when in a diverse juror group, raised more case facts and made fewer inaccurate statements.

Sommers’ study is intriguing because it points to the importance of demographic diversity in groups, but alludes to a complex relationship by which visible diversity can trigger positive behaviours of listening, questioning and diligent thinking in the visibly dominant majority.

Sommers is not the only one to have reached this conclusion. Professor Antonio from the School of Education at Stanford University, and his colleagues from four other universities, looked at the impact of racial diversity on the conversations of college students26. In their study, they allocated 357 white students to small (same sex) groups, each with three participants and one research collaborator. Each group was asked to discuss a set topic, either child labour practices or the death penalty, but before the discussion took place, each student was asked to write a short essay expressing their point of view. That task was repeated after the discussion so that researchers could determine the impact of the group discussion on the student’s thinking.

Along with writing essays, the students were asked to rate the influence of the other group members on their own thinking, including the influence of the research collaborator. What the students didn’t know was that the research collaborator followed the same script for each discussion, the only thing that varied was their race: some collaborators were African American and some were white. Just like Sommers, Antonio and his colleagues found that race acted as a trigger. In this case, the white students thought the contributions of the African American collaborators were more ‘novel’ and ‘interesting’.

As a consequence, white students pricked up their ears and attended more closely when opinions were expressed by someone visibly diverse. Not only did they listen,

but they thought more deeply about the African American collaborator’s point of view and demonstrated more complex thinking in their post-discussion essays. Astounding. The content expressed by the African American and white collaborators was the same, but white students expected a different opinion and that’s what they heard.

Are these two studies enough for us to definitively conclude that racial diversity helps trigger more rigorous thinking? If they are, then the implications are profound. If you are not yet persuaded, then perhaps one more study will help cement this conclusion.

Wall Street, the epicentre of the 2007–2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC), is well known for its overall racial homogeneity. Could the GFC have been prevented, or at least curtailed, if traders had been more ethnically diverse? In 2014 Professor Sheen Levine from Columbia University, along with his colleagues from the USA, Germany and the UK, tested that question by manipulating the racial composition of markets (that is, small groups of traders) on their trading behaviours and stock prices. Levine and his colleagues hypothesised that if traders operated in an ethnically/racially diverse group, they would scrutinise others’ actions more closely and thus make fewer trading errors. Conversely, Levine and his colleagues hypothesised that, in a racially homogenous group, traders would have a higher level of trust and confidence in each other, assume others’ behaviours were reasonable and therefore imitate each other (for example, buy or sell). Moreover, they predicted that price bubbles, caused by traders’ collective pricing errors and a mismatch between the true value of an asset and market prices, would be thwarted by diversity.

To test their theory, Levine and colleagues, invited skilled traders to buy and sell shares among themselves in a trade simulation. Notably, given that Sommers’ and Antonio’s previous research focused on differences between whites and African Americans and thus raises a question as to whether the results are unique to the USA, Levine’s research was conducted in both Singapore and Texas. Small groups of traders (six per group) were randomly assigned to test conditions in which they were ethnically similar (for example, whites trading in Texas, or Chinese trading in Singapore) or ethnically diverse (for example, whites, African Americans and Latinos trading in Texas, or Malays, Indians and Chinese trading in Singapore).

Prior to trade commencing, traders could see and talk to their counterparts and assess the ethnic diversity/similarity of their trading group. Traders were then presented with simple market scenarios and asked to buy or sell stock over 10 trading periods, each lasting two minutes. Just like in the real world, participants could observe trading activity on their networked computer screens, but they didn’t know the individual identity of each trader. After 2,022 market transactions by 180 individual traders in 30 market simulations, the researchers unequivocally concluded that “pricing errors – mostly overpricing – (were) significantly higher in homogenous markets” and homogenous markets erred collectively.

To place a number on this effect, taking the data from all of the market simulations, the researchers found that accuracy was 58% higher in diverse markets than homogenous markets. More conservatively, and accounting for location specific effects (the Southeast Asian traders were more financially literate than the American traders), the researchers concluded that “diversity improves pricing accuracy by 29.7 percentage points”.

This means that the intuitive figure (of around 20%) which the Chief of Army, Lieutenant General Angus Campbell placed on the value of diversity of thinking was pretty close to the mark. Certainly, whether the true value is 20% or 30% (as identified by Levine), it’s not a figure to be ignored in a business setting – or in military conflict.

Again, racial diversity clearly made a difference. But what drove the traders’ behaviour? It seems that offers to trade were much more likely to be accepted in homogenous markets and much less likely in diverse markets, presumably because of a healthy level of scepticism about others, rather than an over-inflated sense of confidence based on visible similarity. Additionally, trading prices were much more conservative, so the potential peaks and troughs were quite shallow in diverse markets, so if prices did fall, the impact was not as severe.

Could it be, however, that once traders became more familiar with each other, the effect of racial diversity would diminish? Apparently not. Just as for the Nielsens’ study, ethnically diverse groups performed even better over time, increasing their accuracy levels by 21% (from a starting position of just over 50% accuracy), while
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the homogenous groups diminished in their accuracy levels by 31% (from a starting position of 60% accuracy). By the end of the ten trades, the diverse markets traded accurately about 65% of the time. In contrast, the homogenous markets traded accurately about 40% of the time.

Putting these studies together: Sommers’ of the jury, Antonio’s of the students and Levine’s of the traders, we can say confidently that racial diversity helps elicit more diverse perspectives from a group and stimulates teams to engage in more thorough decision-making processes and thus make smarter decisions.

Given that the findings of these three studies all occurred in experimental conditions, we wanted to explore how their insights might apply in real team settings. In particular, we were curious about whether the visible trigger of racial diversity adds a note of friction and disrupts the mental comfort of an homogenous group. In other words, how does it feel in practice?

We pursued this line of enquiry by conducting a 360 degree review of one of Deloitte’s multi-national client engagement teams, comprised of Australian, American, German, Japanese and Spanish nationals. This seven-person team was co-located offsite, that is away from the Deloitte head office, for a period of three months, providing a hothouse for team interactions. The review comprised interviews with all team members, the team leader and the client about their experiences working in a culturally diverse team.

Our review yielded four insights:

1. Cultural and/or personality diversity is in the eye of the beholder and visible diversity does provide a spark of curiosity
2. Cultural diversity can positively contribute to another person’s personal and professional enjoyment of a project, as well as the project’s outcome
3. Cultural diversity can indirectly encourage project members to rethink their usual working habits and expectations, behave with fewer assumptions about the ‘right’ way to address an issue and promote linguistic clarity
4. The dominance of cultural diversity reduces the bias to interact with people who have common characteristics, creating a unique team bond.
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As to the first insight, we found that team members held a range of views as to whether the differences they observed between people were driven by personality or nationality, or a combination of both. Irrespective of the weighting, racial diversity clearly provided a point of intrigue. Moreover, just as the other researchers found, racial diversity (signalled by some visible differences, but more clearly by strong accents: Japanese, Spanish, American, German and Australian) triggered different behaviours, promoting cohesion and improved information sharing, and therefore decision-making. How so?

Firstly, nationality differences sparked ‘cultural curiosity’ leading team members to ask exploratory questions of each other, which provided an unexpected point of positivity. During the interviews, team members talked about their professional enjoyment of the project, observing that “the diversity of the group definitely enhanced the experience (for me)” and that “I was constantly challenged to think outside of my normal mode of analysis”. Speaking of their personal enjoyment of working in a diverse team, one team member commented that “finding out about the cultural backgrounds of team members was an important part of building relationships with them”, while another spoke of valuable self-development: “I truly feel as though I’ve grown as an individual through this project”.

Secondly, the cultural diversity of the team indirectly encouraged team members to become more conscious of their own working habits and assumptions. For example, one team member observed two different people-management styles in co-workers: a single-minded focus on getting required information from the business; and a focus on building social relationships/friendships to socially co-opt the business into volunteering the required information. This person concluded that both styles were more effective than her own ‘softly-softly’ approach to cajoling the required information from the business.

Thirdly, and most significantly, linguistic diversity enhanced team communication. To set the scene, although all of the team members spoke (business level) English, for four of the seven, English was not their first language. It might be assumed that in a time-pressured environment, speed of communication will be enhanced by commonality of a first language, and therefore the team’s linguistic diversity would have caused time delays and miscommunication. In fact, our research found that the quality of communication was improved by linguistic diversity. In particular, while
accents and turns-of-phrase sometimes created short-term barriers to communication, the language differences provided a strong catalyst for clearer communication by all team members. Team members observed that they took “more time to make sure that things were explained clearly” and that this reduced miscommunication, even between native English speakers. One respondent, self-admittedly inclined to be more assertive in meetings, remarked that he had “learned to listen to my colleagues and to appreciate their contributions”. Further, linguistic diversity provided an unexpected point of connection between team members, as explained by one team member “although there were times when language or pronunciation differences presented themselves, the team ended up laughing over the subtle misunderstandings, and bonding even more in the long run as a result of them”.

Finally, one recurring theme in the interviews was the sense that, “being from diverse backgrounds and countries of origin (meant that) we felt that being ‘different’ made us the same in many ways” and that “as everyone in the team was from a different country there was not an accepted cultural norm within the group”. The ‘levelling-effect’ of this diversity seemed to cohere the team around a genuine belief that their sum could be better than their individual parts, with one team member commenting that the diversity “made me feel more confident about our likelihood of success, and that any challenge which might arise would be overcome”. The diversity of the team also seemed to have a galvanising effect on its members, resulting in one person describing how “the fact that we all came from different countries… made us connect in a very special way. It felt like we became like a little ‘family’ and provided additional support to one another… personally, I felt very close to my fellow team members and have established some great relationships”.

Our field study adds significant colour to the theoretical research. In particular, it seems that in the real world, people view others much more holistically than simply in terms of racial diversity. Having said that, this field study supports and extends the experimental research findings by demonstrating the ways in which racial diversity can prompt people to assume less, and adapt more, for example by taking the time to ensure clarity of communication. Further, and in line with Antonio’s finding of novelty, racial diversity triggered a sense of curiosity in others, which generated exploratory questioning and feelings of mutual interest, thus enhancing team cohesion and information sharing.
But what about the ultimate question: did the team’s cultural diversity result in improved project outcomes? Certainly the project was delivered on time and on budget, but that is only to be expected. Just as cultural diversity might be in the eye of the beholder, in the real world, project performance is in the eye of the client. In this case, her view was that, “the team has been more productive and less stressed – when I compare them to employees in other places. I think they have worked longer hours because they are valued and appreciated. They have given 150% and have stretched themselves. Plus they have been upfront about issues – so open [in their] channels of communication”.

Analytic and holistic thinking
The above experimental and field research reveals that the visible diversity of a group enables diversity of perspective. This is not so much because those who are visibly diverse bring unique perspectives to the group (although there is some element of that as discussed further below), but because visible diversity causes group members to behave more deliberately and even cautiously, especially in relation to communication and complex thinking. When team members talk with each other to discuss their ideas, these behaviours enable the different views of group members to come forth and be debated, thus expanding the group’s perspective. Even when the team members are unable to communicate (as with the traders), visible diversity prompts more circumspect decisions.

There may be an additional reason why group racial diversity can support better decision-making: the idea that cultural backgrounds may actually cause individuals to perceive their environments differently – to literally notice different stimuli or patterns. This is hard to prove, because of the threshold issue of defining where cultural boundaries start and finish: countries, regions or ethnic groups? If you are interested in exploring that threshold issue, we suggest you read works by Professor Hofstede (University of Maastricht) and Fons Trompenaars. Sidestepping somewhat, we looked for studies that took broad brush strokes to cultural differences, and found a series that helped us understand how Westerners and Easterners might have different perspectives.

To be more precise, we found studies that compared the responses of East Asian citizens (for example, from Japan, Taiwan and China) with Westerners (namely
Americans) on a range of different perceptual tests. This, of course, begs the question: how do you study ‘perceptual’ differences? These studies used a range of methods. Some asked research participants to look at pictures or videos and report on what they ‘saw’, with the researchers comparing what people attended to, for example the background, foreground, whole picture or relationships between items. Others asked people to group words together and looked for the logic behind the pairings, for example ‘banana and monkey’ versus ‘panda and monkey’. In this word example, the researchers thought that a pairing of banana and monkey might indicate a person saw items in terms of the relationships between things (that is, the monkey eats the banana) whereas a person who grouped a monkey and a panda together sees things in terms of categories (that is, both monkeys and pandas are animals).

Although the results were not as black and white as the researchers hypothesised, there is something there about race and perspective, and the way it falls is fascinating. Let’s take the video study conducted by Professors Masuda (University of Alberta) and Nisbett (University of Michigan) which compared the responses of 72 university students, 36 studying at the University of Michigan and 41 studying at Kyoto University.31 Each student watched ten short videos of underwater scenes with fish, weeds, sand and bubbles. And then they watched them again, because this was not a memory test, but an attention test. Masuda and Nisbett asked each student, “What did you see in the animation?” Responses were coded according to four categories: background, inert objects, active objects and focal fish. Both the Japanese students and the American students were more likely to focus on the focal fish than anything else. We imagine all of the students telling the researchers: “well, there was this BIG fish, and it was really colourful, red and green…”: turns out everyone is a sucker for big shiny things, whatever country they grew up in.

Hypothesising that the item people talk about first is the item people think is the most important, subtle racial differences emerged when the researchers went back and looked at the first item each person described. These differences became even clearer when the researchers realised that the four categories of items could be separated into two higher order groups, namely ‘salient objects’ such as the focal fish, and the ‘field’ which included the background, weeds and water. Using this

lens of analysis, Masuda and Nisbett found the Americans were more likely to mention the salient objects first, and the Japanese were more likely to mention the field. We imagine the Japanese students painting a picture of the context and space, telling the researchers: “there was a fish tank, with weeds, rocks and bubbles, and near the rocks was this BIG fish...”, whereas the American students stayed with: “well, there was this BIG fish, and it was in a fish tank with...”.

Just to slow this down to get the full impact, the researchers had found a racial fault line which had, literally, influenced how the Americans and Japanese were seeing the picture: Americans were more likely to concentrate on the key item within the frame (the fish), whereas the Japanese were more likely to pay attention to the relationships between the key item and its context.

Although we are only talking about a tendency, the fish tank study is not an isolated example, meaning there’s a strength to racial differences which applies across settings. In particular, a similar finding occurred in the panda/banana language study, although this is where some complexity creeps in. In this study Nisbett, together with Professor Ji (Queens University) and Dr Zhiyong (Beijing University) asked 119 Chinese students studying at Beijing University and 174 students studying at Michigan University (comprising 131 Chinese students and 43 European Americans) to read 20 sets of three words, circle the two that ‘go together’ and explain why. Consistent with Nisbett’s fish tank study, the students from Mainland China (who were studying in China) were more likely to group the words by relationship, whereas the European Americans were more likely to group items by category. This lines up with the Japanese students who tended to look more at the relationships between objects in the fish tank, and the Americans who tended to separate items into component parts (that is, “this fish tank has weeds, rocks and fish...”) and then identify the dominant part (that is, “and the most important feature, because it is big and shiny, is the fish”).

Part 1: Clarity of Thinking

Beyond fish and pandas
Thinking about this from a business context, differentiating between analytic and holistic thinking helps people understand how individuals look at the same issue, but see different aspects, and place different weight on their importance. An analytic thinker is more likely to break down an issue into its component parts, apply the 80/20 rule to identify the part that is playing a dominant role, and focus their attention on understanding that feature. An holistic thinker looks at the system and how the pieces hang together, searching for relationships (interdependencies) to understand if one piece moves how it will influence another piece. Both are critical for a broad perspective.

From these two studies you might assume that we have already answered the exam question, “Yes, there is a difference between the way people ‘see’ a situation, and that difference is influenced by race/culture”. Before you get too excited, you need to know that a surprise occurred in the panda study when the researchers manipulated the language. In particular, when they tested the Mainland Chinese students (living in China) in English, the bias to pair words according to relationships dropped by about 50%. Moreover when they tested the Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese students (living in the USA) in English, there was no strong preference for relationship or category grouping. A cross-cultural experience, reinforced by use of a second language, apparently muted any perceptual preference. As we said in the introduction to this chapter, “everyone is highly influenced by their context, change the context and people start to change their perspective”. In this study, at one end of the scale were the Mainland Chinese students, living in China, who paired words according to their relationships and at the other end of the spectrum were European Americans who paired words according to categories, and in the middle were Chinese students living in the USA who could be relationship oriented or agnostic (that is, not lean in one direction or the other) depending on the conditions.

What was going on? The fish tank study and the panda/banana language study demonstrated that the East Asian research participants, who were living in their home countries and using the Japanese or Chinese language, were more likely to take an holistic perspective, looking at the whole picture and the relationships
between items. In contrast, the American research participants, living in the USA and using English, were more likely to take an analytical view and concentrate on features.

Cognitive psychologists distinguish between these views in terms of people being ‘field dependent’ (FD) or being ‘field independent’ (FDI). East Asians were being more sensitive to patterns of information and relationships (FD), whereas Americans were more likely to separate features from each other and their surroundings, and focus attention on those deemed most important (FDI). A person’s FD/FDI can be assessed quite easily using, for example, the Group Embedded Figures Test. This test measures a person’s ability to identify a simple figure (for example a line drawing of a cube) within a complex figure (for example a picture which has multiple shadings, shapes and lines (refer to Figure 3)). The lower the score – the more field dependent; the higher the score – the more field independent.

Since the 1950s, FD/FDI has been one of the most highly researched areas of diversity of thinking. There are hundreds of studies on FD/FDI – an accumulation of knowledge that gives us confidence in the construct (analytic versus holistic), measure (test reliability) and ability to identify individual and group differences. For our
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Figure 3: Examples of Group Embedded Figures Test items
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Since the 1950s, FD/FDI has been one of the most highly researched areas of diversity of thinking. There are hundreds of studies on FD/FDI – an accumulation of knowledge that gives us confidence in the construct (analytic versus holistic), measure (test reliability) and ability to identify individual and group differences. For our
purposes, we can use these studies to make sense of the fish tank and panda/banana findings, and the surprise results for those people who crossed a cultural boundary.

Our navigation guide to FD/FDI is Professor Zhang (University of Hong Kong) who has devoted her career to researching cognitive styles and, for the last few years, reviewing 40+ years of research. Her aim has been to untangle the complex picture of FD/FDI differences and similarities among people, including differences with a race/nationality element. Fortunately for us, in 2013 Zhang published her epic review and discussed in detail those studies comparing people from different countries, nationality groups within countries (for example, African-American students compared with their American Caucasian peers), and children and adults within a single nationality group (for example, second and third generation Mexican-American students)\(^{33}\).

When Zhang looked across the history of this body of research, she noticed that early researchers hypothesised that citizens from more individualistic and less hierarchical cultures (for example, Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States) were more likely to view situations analytically (FDI), while citizens from collectivist and hierarchical cultures (Japan and China) were more likely to take a more holistic and relationship frame (FD). The early researchers also hypothesised that FDI is associated with economic development, that is, the more economically developed a country (the less interdependent the citizens), the more they would see things independently and less holistically.

These are broad brush strokes, but the hypotheses seemed to hold true, especially for the earlier studies from the 1960s and 1970s. This is not to say the theories always played out as expected; for example, Zhang identified studies in Africa in which some tribal groups (such as the Mende in Sierra Leone) were more field independent and some less (the Temne also in Sierra Leone). However, the early research had a level of predictability to its results.

Perplexingly, Zhang observed that more recent studies on FD/FDI seem to show greater variation between findings and even changes over time\(^ {34}\). For example, a review of studies from the 1980s to 1990s found that school students from Chinese and Japanese cultures demonstrated greater field independence and students from
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Canada, the UK and the USA more field dependence. Those findings disrupt the idea that perceptual differences, or diversity of thinking, is a categorical quality in terms of racial determination. It turns out that racial differences, such as holistic and analytical perception, are more in the nature of a tendency than a definitive trait. In fact, as we hinted when discussing the panda/banana language study, they are malleable and influenced by context.

Just to break that down a little further, the panda/banana study showed that context includes language as well as exposure to new norms and behaviours through a cross-cultural experience. In terms of the more recent studies, that context now includes globalisation, the use of English as a dominant business language and the universal dissemination of information through the web. Certainly, that might help to explain the later, contradictory findings. But there’s another influence on holistic and analytical thinking that also holds explanatory power: physical context. This insight comes from a study Nisbett conducted with his co-researcher from the fish tank study, Masuda, led by Professor Miyamoto (University of Michigan).35

To quickly recap, Nisbett and Masuda had already established for themselves that there were general differences in FD/FDI between university students living and studying in Japan compared with students living and working in the USA. What intrigued them now, along with Miyamoto, was: why? What was creating these broad differences and, even more critically, could they use (read: control) this driver to influence people to see the world differently? This is where Zhang’s insights on the malleability of analytic/holistic thinking and Nisbett and his colleagues come together, raising the question: can organisations learn what drives FD/FDI so that they can purposefully create FD/FDI tendencies and thus help individuals and groups to see both perspectives at will? Put simply: can people learn to be both analytic and holistic thinkers? Yes.

Miyamoto, Nisbett and Masuda thought about the role of language and socialisation, and then asked themselves a ground breaking question: could it be that the physical environment plays a critical role as well? They hypothesised that because the physical environment in Japan is, in the main, more complex and

cluttered with detail than the American environment, this might cause Japanese citizens to stand back and look at the picture as a whole and the relationships between parts of the picture, rather than focusing on the more singular stand out items. In a three-part study, Miyamoto, Nisbett and Masuda asked students (East Asian international students and Americans, both studying in the USA) to assess photos of streetscapes in Japan and the USA in terms of their visual complexity, for example “To what degree is the scene either chaotic or organised?” and “How ambiguous is the boundary of each object?” That first experiment provided them with a subjective baseline, and even though there were recognisable levels within the American environment (with New York being rated as more visually complex than smaller cities), when comparing like for like (for example New York versus Tokyo), the Japanese scenes were, as predicted, rated as more complex than the American.

That result might be surprising to you. Certainly we would have rated both New York (think Times Square) and Tokyo (think Ginza) as both visually cluttered. Indeed, there must have been some level of doubt in the minds of Miyamoto, Nisbett and Masuda as well, because they undertook a second level of analysis. In particular, they analysed the Japanese and American photos to see if, objectively, the scenes were significantly different. To do this, they counted the number of objects, literally, by looking at particles with a minimum of 50 to 100 pixels. The results demonstrated, as the research study participants had intuited, that the Japanese scenes contained more objects than the American scenes.

The researchers were now set to do their real experiments on manipulating visual cues. If, as they expected, FD/FDI is driven by exposure to the physical environment, then they thought it would be possible to influence FD/FDI scores by exposing people to different physical environments. Meaning that if American students were shown more complex pictures of Japan, over time they would develop their holistic visual muscle and be able to see more of the context, just like their Japanese counterparts. Like Zhang, Miyamoto and her colleagues thought that diversity of thinking, in terms of perception, could be malleable.

In the final part of their study, their musical crescendo, the researchers showed American university students (studying in America) and Japanese university students (studying in Japan) 95 of the 492 photos tested in the first and second study. The
students were shown a pair of vignettes, one after the other, and asked to identify changes between one scene and the next. Each scene included a few items in the foreground (the focal items), such as a truck, and a few background items, such as buildings and sky. In each scene, something was changed in terms of the focal object (for example, the driver in the truck) and the context (for example, the height of a pole).

Consistent with previous research that American students were more likely to attend to focal objects than context, the American students detected fewer changes to context than the Japanese students. Nothing new there, but here is the fascinating part: the researchers noticed that the Americans thought the scenes were more complex than the Japanese, meaning that the Japanese, through familiarity, had become more comfortable with visual complexity so that it didn’t feel as complex any more. That’s the first thing. The second thing is that when American students were asked specifically to look at changes to a scene which was visually complex (that is, the Japanese scenes), they noticed more changes to context than when they looked at American scenes (less visually complex). It was as if their visual brain muscle was activated by complexity, that is, the American students looked harder and saw more context, not just the focal objects which they were already adept at. And the more people exercise that visual muscle, the easier it gets.

Influencing analytic and holistic thinking through workplace design?

Could a clean desk policy, furniture uniformity, large scaling and colour simplicity shape and reinforce analytical thinking? An holistic thinker would say “yes” because the visual environment is part of a whole system which also includes language and socialisation.

Can this insight be used to deliberately create environments to stimulate holistic thinking (with visual complexity) and analytic (with visual simplicity)?

In summary, supporting Zhang with one more piece of evidence, Miyamoto and her colleagues had found that while people might have individual tendencies to see either the field or the object, a tendency which is influenced by visual stimuli and language, they can grow the capability to see both perspectives. Putting this finding to practical use, workplace designers could develop multiple spaces, some
with visual simplicity and some with complexity, to allow workers to use visual cues to stimulate analytic and holistic thinking. Moreover, the language used by leaders and teams during team discussions could also help team members to direct their attention to both the context and the detail.

Language matters. Using the specific language of ‘context’ and ‘detail’ helps prompt holistic and analytic thinking respectively.

What does all of this mean? Firstly, and most importantly, these studies have helped to expose the different ways (holistically or analytically) in which people perceive a scenario. Clearly, both are important to ensure that the full picture is being appreciated, that is, seeing both ‘the big picture’ and important details. The issue for many people is that they are unclear about their tendency to be analytic or holistic, or think that they do both to the same extent, given that they understand the idea of the big picture as well as detail and critical analysis.

Certainly this was our experience when working with a small team recently and discussing FD/FDI. We gave each of the team members a page of six embedded figures and asked them to locate the individual shapes within the figures. Most of the group demonstrated a mix of analytic and holistic thinking, seeing some but not all of the figures, but there were also two very obvious ends of the spectrum. One of the most junior team members struggled to identify even one of the embedded figures, while at the other end of the spectrum the team leader identified all of the embedded figures, as well as a few extras that were not documented on the answers page.

What was most memorable about the experience was not that we had merely observed firsthand the FD/FDI spectrum, but the level of emotion attached to the exercise. The team leader told the group he was stunned and genuinely perplexed about the junior team member’s score saying, “I just can’t believe that you can’t see the figures”. His intent may have been benign, but it sounded like a judgment. The junior team member, on the cusp of tears, expressed her frustration, “I really try to see the detail, but I just can’t”. And that emotional content speaks volumes about a second insight regarding FD/FDI.

People tend to assess one way of thinking as more valuable than the other, with self-serving bias resulting in each person rating their own individual tendency more
highly. In practice, this might mean that people don’t follow someone else’s thinking and give it appropriate weight, or worse, behave disrespectfully and dismissively. Of course the most ideal outcome is to adopt a more open frame of mind, finding the delight of surprise (“How could I have missed that?”) and experiencing the pleasure of combination. In this case, both the junior team member and the team leader could have learnt from each other. The team leader could have asked “What do you see?”

In essence, to make collective intelligence real, individuals need clarity on their own perspective (“What perceptual strength do I bring to the table?”), clarity on the perspective of others (“What perceptual strength do they bring?”), and a mindset of equal value. In this story, there’s a happy ending. Months after the event, and with much dedicated effort, the junior team member had developed her ‘analytic’ muscle. She became ambidextrous, manifesting that holistic and analytic thinking are not fixed capabilities, but eminently developable.

In summary, these East/West studies show that racial diversity can play a role in creating perceptual differences, but those differences are malleable and influenced by language and context. This unreliability means that the simplistic (or Noah’s Ark) approach to racial diversity (let’s have a couple of Germans, a couple of Singaporeans and a couple of Americans) is fraught with danger if the expectation is that these characteristics will mean people will always see things differently. As we suggested earlier, a much more reliable value is the capacity of racial diversity to trigger greater levels of exploration amongst team members and more thorough information processing.

Cultural intelligence
There is, of course, an additional value to racial diversity that goes to the specialised knowledge that racial/cultural groups have about their own cultural sensitivities and norms. One might think this goes without saying, but it appears not, given that multi-national companies frequently make rules from the centre (Headquarters) assuming that dispersed employees or consumers give similar meanings to environmental features or behaviours.

By way of example, the numbers 1, 3, 4, 9, 13, 17 and 666 are just numeric figures but they carry different meanings or associations in different cultures. Westerners
(in Australia, the USA and the UK, for example), are likely to attribute Satanic meaning to the number grouping of 666, and an (un)lucky meaning to 13. Chinese and Japanese are sensitised to the number 4 (pronounced și and șhi respectively) as it sounds like the word for death. In contrast, the number 9 is auspicious in China with its associated symbolism of harmony, whereas in Japan the number 9 (pronounced ku) is a homophone for suffering. In Italy, the number 17 is associated with bad luck because of its association with the Roman numeral XVII, which when rearranged anagrammatically spells VIXI meaning “I have lived” (past tense).36

When companies investigate and integrate such cultural differences it is reflected in their products and employee interactions. Take, for example, Canon, which bypassed the number four in its PowerShot camera series – moving straight from G3 to G5; construction companies that skip the 13th floor and 4th floor in Western and Chinese buildings respectively; and American products that are not priced at 9.99 for the Japanese market.37

In contrast to this adaptive approach, marketing magazines are littered with examples of product launches or marketing campaigns that have failed to undertake a cross-cultural double-check, assuming that the way the product designer sees the world is resonant across cultures. Gerber, for example, reportedly used its standard logo (a picture of a baby and the word Gerber) when it entered the African market, seemingly unaware that in Africa, where illiteracy is high, companies put a picture of what is inside the product on external packaging. IKEA’s cuddly wolf toy Lufsig was released in China with the name Lo Mao Sai which contains a homophone for Hai, meaning vagina. Colgate fell foul when it introduced its ‘Cue’ toothpaste into France, not realising that Cue was also the name of a well-known pornographic magazine.38

More than mistakes with numbers and words, the essence of racial misunderstandings and conflict often lies in different expectations about, and interpretations of, behavioural and cultural norms. As Laura Liswood so elegantly identified in her 2009 book The Loudest Duck, different cultures view the same

behaviours through a very different lens. Indeed it is one of the key themes of her book and the reason for its title, which is a reference to the Chinese fable which cautions that “the loudest duck gets shot”. In contrast, in the USA the prevailing view is that “the squeaky wheel gets the grease”. Two very different interpretations of the merit in standing out from the crowd.

People expect others to behave in certain ways and attribute significance to a behavioural indicator, all of which is created and reinforced by one’s cultural surrounds. And while one may know this intellectually, much of what was once learned is now considered to be ‘normal’, leading individuals to anticipate, indeed expect, that others see the world in the same way (or pretty close to it).

This is the fallacy of perspective homogeneity. This bias leads people to tend to overestimate the degree to which their world view is shared by others. It is one of the reasons for the marketing mistakes described above. In contrast, those who are more culturally intelligent know that racial/cultural diversity influences not only the features of an environment that individuals are primed to notice (and ignore) as well as the way those features are interpreted, but also who and how decisions should be made. Cultures differ wildly in the ways they condition people to show deference and respect for authority, in whether to expect equality or paternalism, in how consultation should occur, and even in the timing of conversational interactions.

As we will discuss in Part 3, one of the indicators of a highly inclusive leader is the ability to understand and adapt to these cultural differences so as to create a more collaborative diverse team. To recreate, for example, the positive experience of the Deloitte multi-national team, rather than one which fractures along diversity default lines of misunderstanding and separation.

**To sum it up**

Let’s take stock for a moment, as the discussion about racial/cultural diversity has gone in a number of different directions. We have shied away from a simplistic view that racial diversity *always* means that people see different features of the same environment (in the sense of an FD/FDI racial fault-line). We have leveraged the insights about analytic and holistic thinking to suggest that seeing both the detail and the context should be a group’s goal, but relying on racial/cultural diversity to deliver that value is dangerous. We have suggested that workplace design and the
use of explicit words (‘holistic’, ‘context’, ‘big picture’ as well as ‘analytic’, ‘detail’, ‘items’) can help prompt diversity of perspective.

We have argued that the stronger value associated with racial/cultural diversity comes from an understanding of how race/culture shapes the way people interpret the same features of an environment and sets expectations of behaviour, and that this understanding of ‘perspective’ is vital for globalised workforces and operations. Even more critically, we have argued that racial diversity changes the dynamics, or interactions, between group members. Racial diversity is a trigger, creating an expectation of difference. It stimulates people to pay a higher level of attention to others, to listen more closely, to question and to speak up. This is the golden nugget that lies at the heart of the studies conducted by the Nielsens, Freeman, Huang, Smith, Sommers, Antonio and Levine, as well as our own field research on a multi-national team.

From all of this, we conclude that racial/cultural diversity should be one of the features of our 360 degree radar scan, although a few words of caution are needed before inscribing this idea in stone. Firstly, there are inherent risks in generalisations, given that there is a high level of variation within a demographic group. Secondly, perception is malleable and sensitivity can be eroded, often quite quickly. While these cautions can apply to statements about any demographic group, the capacity for current racial differences to be minimised over time is heightened by a shift to a more globally connected, educated and mobile workforce.

And here’s the final intriguing thing about racial diversity, which we foreshadowed through our profile of Sommers’ study, as well as those of Antonio and Levine: even if some differences between racial groups are going to be minimised over time (for example, FD/FDI), the expectation of difference will probably remain for a little longer, and this has an unexpected upside (not just the downside of negative stereotyping).

What’s the bottom line? As noted in the introduction, our hypothesis is that creating a diverse team broadens the perspective of a group, and we have placed a bet on being intentional about including racial/cultural diversity as one of the key elements of perspective. We have been a bit loose with the language, using the word race, nationality and culture almost interchangeably, because the science is not exact but indicative. In summary, drawing on the Asian/Western studies, we
suggest that a group view that combines analytic and holistic thinking provides a more comprehensive perspective than one or the other alone, and is therefore likely to generate more ideas or options. Additionally, awareness of cultural differences can act as an insurance against error, particularly in terms of different interpretations of environmental cues, but obviously only when those issues are relevant.

Finally, our field study provides connective tissue between the theory of nationality diversity, experimental studies and its practical operation in a high-performing team. Our field study confirmed what Sommers, Antonio and Levine already found, namely that the presence of visible diversity changes behaviours to elicit diverse perspectives and stimulate more rigorous thinking.

But, of course, race diversity is just one element of visible diversity. Where and how does gender diversity fit in?

---

**The bottom line is...**

1. Visible racial/cultural diversity amongst group members has an indirect effect on diversity of perspective by triggering attention and exploratory behaviours *amongst the visible majority*, thus helping generate a group conversation that is both broader and more accurate.

2. Racial/cultural tendencies to be more analytic (detailed) or holistic (context) in perspective can facilitate a direct effect on diversity of thinking in a group. These tendencies are malleable in an individual (not stable), and can be learned and even stimulated by the use of language and workplace design.

3. Attending to specific racial/cultural knowledge and being culturally intelligent is critical when developing market specific strategies and engaging with people from culturally diverse backgrounds.

---

**Gender: turn-taking and speaking up**

There is a veritable avalanche of research examining whether companies perform better when there is gender diversity at board level or in executive teams.40 This
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attention is not surprising really, given that gender diversity is very visible and easy to measure, boards and executive teams exert a direct impact on business performance and the topic of gender diversity is highly political.

The standard method for these examinations has been to review company performance on a range of financial metrics, such as Return on Invested Capital (ROIC), Debt to Equity Ratio (D/E), Return on Sales (ROS), Return on Equity (ROE) or Price/Book Value (P/BV), and then to compare those outcomes to the ratio of men and women on the board or in the executive team. Frequently this research involves large datasets (for example, thousands of companies listed on Stock Exchanges) and longitudinal data (for example, over years). They are, quite obviously, correlational studies, but the overwhelming finding is that gender diversity on small teams (boards or executives) correlates with improved business performance.

For example, in 2012 Credit Suisse studied the performance of 2,360 companies over six years (2005-2011) and compared the outcomes when boards comprised all men and when boards comprised at least one woman. The research team concluded that companies with more gender diverse boards “delivered higher average Returns on Equity, lower gearing, better average growth and higher P/BV multiples”\(^{41}\) and this was reflected in share price performance\(^{42}\). In particular, ROE was on average 4% higher, Net D/E was 2% lower, net income growth was 4% higher and P/BV a third higher\(^{43}\).

In 2014, Credit Suisse expanded its analysis to consider the relationship between financial performance and gender representation at the executive level. The dataset comprised 28,000 senior managers in 3,000 companies across 40 countries. Credit Suisse confirmed its previous findings in relation to the positive impact of board gender diversity on company performance. The team also concluded that executive gender diversity is correlated with improved company performance (ROE, P/BV and share price).\(^{44}\)
WHICH TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE?

The question that vexed Credit Suisse, as well as the numerous academics and researchers who have entered this territory, is: why?

An obvious answer is that the companies with higher proportions of women in senior positions are drawing from a larger talent pool rather than one limited to men (only 50% of the pool). But there’s probably more to it than that. Some would argue that women bring unique skills and capabilities to the table. We have often heard people say “Men and women think differently”. Socially constructed stereotypes certainly suggest that men and women make different decisions because women are (naturally) more ‘caring’, whereas men are more ‘action oriented’.

Taking that idea one step further, some would even say that men and women think differently because their brains are hard-wired differently. Are they right? Are men and women’s brains hard-wired to think differently — to the point where men and women literally ‘see’ their shared world as though through completely different glasses? If so, women and men could be relied upon to provide quite contrasting insights. But, if this is not the case, what causes gender diversity to improve group decisions?

There’s a lot to cover here, but let’s start with the more controversial aspects of the gender diversity debate. The belief in hard-wired brain differences has received spirited challenge from eminent academics such as Professor Hyde (University of Wisconsin) and Professor Fine (Melbourne Business School), and their challenge has focused on separating evidence and opinion. Hyde’s meta-analyses of studies on linguistic and mathematical abilities (obviously the manifestation of brain capabilities) led her to conclude that the similarities between men and women are far greater than any differences and, where differences exist, they are negligible in size. Professor Fine reviewed hundreds of neuroscience research studies and concluded that much of the brain research is methodologically flawed (for example, based on very small sample sizes and static moments in time), inconsistent and certainly
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can’t be relied upon to make confident predications about what is occurring at the neurological level in terms of sex-based differences.  

So where does that leave us? If the brain research is highly contested, how do researchers seek to understand whether men and women bring different perspectives to a group? In essence, if two heads are better than one, should the second one be of the opposite sex?

The easiest cut-through in this highly-opinionated domain is to focus on points of common agreement between the two camps. Whether one is an apologist for brain-based differences or not, it seems that all (including Hyde and Fine) would agree that men and women have been socialised differently. If that’s the case, the salient question becomes: do men and women think differently because of their gender (technically “gender” refers to socially constructed differences, whereas “sex” refers to those which are biologically/chromosomally determined)? Or, thinking about our radar arc of perspective: do men and women perceive their environment differently? Do they notice different cues in the environment, either because they have been socialised to do so or have had different life experiences? There is certainly a strong stereotype that men and women think very differently, but the factual answer is: it depends – sometimes, but not always. Just like the story for racial/cultural diversity, the complexities are fascinating. They will leave you arguing for gender balance, but not for the reasons you might have first expected.

**Changing the conversation dynamic**

To cut to the chase, from a “perspective” point of view, the overall value of gender diversity is much less about thinking differences between men and women and more about the changes in a group’s dynamic in the presence of gender diversity. Recent experimental research shows that gender diversity helps improve the collective intelligence of a group because women tend to encourage information sharing and collaborative group behaviours. This is not to say there are no differences between men and women (beyond biology), rather that the greater and more reliable value of gender diversity is as a conversation changer in groups. In this sense, the story
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of gender diversity shares parallels with the race/culture diversity story, although with some interesting differences.

Gender diversity improves collective intelligence because it changes conversation dynamics. In terms of group dynamics, men and women operate at their best when there’s a gender balance.

Gender diversity encourages people, men and women, to speak up. In terms of diversity of thinking, this effect helps to elicit a broader range of perspectives in a group setting and enhances group cooperation. In contrast, racial diversity triggers curiosity and exploration. Two critical pieces of research support this insight about gender diversity, one from the London Business School and the other from Carnegie Mellon University.

In 2007, Professor Gratton and her team from the London Business School looked at individual and group differences between 100 gender-diverse teams in 17 countries, comprising 21 companies and 850 individual team members. The addition of the group element (rather than individual men versus individual women) is critical, as our interest is in the collective intelligence of groups. Our working hypothesis is that collective intelligence is enhanced when the group comprises individuals from both sexes. In Gratton’s study, each team member was asked a series of questions about their self-confidence, personal initiative, sensitivity to others’ views, organisational commitment and intention to leave, domestic labour, and children. In contrast to those who suggest vast differences between men and women, the researchers found that men and women are “remarkably similar in their attitudes and aspirations”. Notably however, they also found a small number of significant differences – and these can be categorised as differences in life experiences.

Firstly, men and women team leaders showed differences in their domestic arrangements and care giving, with women team leaders less likely to have children (52% had no children) than men (4% had no children). Of those who had children, male team leaders were more likely to have pre-school aged children (46%) than women (23%). Secondly, women were six times as likely to do most of the domestic

labour in their household (31%) than men (5%). Thirdly, male leaders reported working longer hours (52 hours per week) than women (44 hours per week). These three factors mean that, in terms of life outside work (namely care giving and domestic tasks), male and female team leaders are likely to carry a different set of pressures and experiences, meaning that their experiences of the workplace are likely to differ as well. Indeed, the male leaders in this study reported a higher level of negative spill-over from home to work than women, perhaps arising from the combination of having young children and working longer hours.

Using our radar model, these differentiated experiences, which are more about home and family than being a man or a woman per se, are likely to create different arcs of perspective and insights – but only if the question in view pertains to the workplace, and in particular work/family integration. To be clear, Gratton’s study suggests that men and women are likely to have different sensitivities to work/family issues, and those perspectives will obviously be germane to a decision requiring such insights. Just as with racial diversity and cultural sensitivity, sometimes a diversity-driven perspective will be directly relevant to a group decision – and sometimes not. To say that men and women will always have different perspectives from each other, just because they are men and women, is far too broad a statement, and certainly one challenged by Gratton’s research.

On a different tangent, Gratton and her colleagues also found that when men or women are a minority group within a team, they are likely to experience negative outcomes, including lower life satisfaction, higher negative mood and lower commitment. On the other hand, feelings of psychological safety and experimentation were optimal with a ratio of 50:50 women and men, and self-confidence of team members optimal with 60:40 women and men. This means that both men and women will perform better (because they feel more self-confident), and the team will be more innovative and productive, when there is a gender balanced team. Now that is something worth pursuing unless, of course, it’s all just a matter of perception?

The answer to that question comes from a second, more recent study. The tangible benefit of male/female diversity was identified ever so nicely in a tiny little article you could be forgiven for missing. It was three pages long, in small print and located in an unexpected journal, “Science”, but the title says it all: “Evidence for a collective intelligence factor in the performance of human groups”. In 2010, Professor Woolley
from Carnegie Mellon University and her colleagues set out to study whether groups exhibit measurable ‘collective’ intelligence, which can be used to predict their performance on tasks (like the concept of ‘general’ intelligence for individuals).

Across two studies, 699 people were asked to work in small groups of three on tasks including “visual puzzles, brainstorming, making collective judgements and negotiating over limited resources”. The researchers measured each individual’s intelligence and calculated a group average and maximum which was related to the quantum of ‘collective intelligence’. This was when they discovered that the collective intelligence of the group was not the sum of its parts. Collective intelligence was not just the average of each individual’s intelligence, or even the sum of individuals, but something different and greater. Collective intelligence is a factor in its own right – a property owned by the group itself – and reflects the elaboration of individual contributions. Moreover, the collective intelligence of a group is a better predictor of performance than the average or maximum individual intelligence. Collective intelligence is real and something to be purposeful about.

If this research is correct – if collective intelligence is not just about lumping a whole lot of smart people together into a group – what factors in a group’s composition or behaviours drive intelligence and therefore performance?

In this relatively uncharted territory on collective intelligence, Woolley and her colleagues looked at 152 groups in detail, each with two to five members, and tested six possible factors, including cohesion, motivation and satisfaction, all of which might reasonably be assumed as critical to team performance. Turns out these three didn’t matter, it was the other three features that were significantly correlated to, and predictive of, collective intelligence:

1. **Proportion of women.** It’s an intriguing finding, but almost a throwaway line by the researchers because they don’t talk about the percentage of the proportion, just that bald statement.

2. **Equal distribution of ‘speaking up’.** In groups dominated by a few voices, collective intelligence and performance, diminished. Not surprising really: if an individual’s contribution remains a potential rather than an actual contribution, then the collective cannot be significantly enriched.

---

3. **Social sensitivity** (or emotional intelligence). When groups comprised members with high average social sensitivity, and in particular when members were able to read non-verbal cues accurately (for example, looking at facial expressions to identify whether someone agrees or disagrees with a point being made, is confused or needs more information), the group had a higher level of collective intelligence and out-performed on tasks.

The most significant of these factors was that of social sensitivity, and this is where the story of women’s presence in groups reasserts itself. The researchers found that the women in their sample were more likely to score better than men on social sensitivity as measured by the “Reading the Mind in the Eyes” test\(^5\)\(_0\)\(^,\) and this capability translated into different behaviours in groups. In particular, women demonstrated,

\[
\text{“(a) greater ability to read nonverbal cues and make accurate inferences about what others (were) feeling or thinking. Groups with more women also exhibited greater equality in conversational turn-taking, further enabling the group members to be responsive to one another and to make the best use of the knowledge and skills of members.”}^51
\]

To slow this down, Woolley’s study suggests that women are slightly more adept than men in reading non-verbal cues, such as noticing when a team member wishes to speak up. The finding about conversational turn-taking is potentially something quite different. It could be linked to women’s social sensitivity and a sense of wanting to create harmony within a group, and/or it could be linked to Gratton’s finding that men and women feel more psychologically safe to speak up in mixed groups. Is it women who directly facilitate the turn-taking, or does their presence disrupt the dynamic of a single-sex group or tribe?

Intrigued by their own findings, Woolley and her colleague, Dr Bear from the

---

50 This test, developed by Professor Baron-Cohen at the University of Cambridge, is available online at www.kgajos.eecs.harvard.edu/mite/

Israel Institute of Technology, subsequently reviewed other researchers’ findings on the impact of gender diversity on team communication. Not surprisingly, they found their 2010 results had been foreshadowed in a range of studies and many other researchers had already concluded that the presence of women in groups helped facilitate constructive interactions between group members and created a more collaborative dynamic.52

They also found new insights. In particular, they found a study of final year business students who were tasked with undertaking a business simulation task over a ten-week period in small groups (of four to seven people). The task involved collecting and analysing large volumes of market information, adjusting to the introduction of new products and developing strategic interventions, with success depending on high levels of efficiency, communication and teamwork – a scenario not unlike the work undertaken by boards and executive teams. Echoing Gratton’s finding about the optimal sex ratio within a group, the business simulation study found that:

“groups with equal numbers of men and women and/or groups with a greater number of women than men performed better than homogeneous groups on a management simulation task, and this effect was explained by more effective collaborative group processes and cooperative norms.”53

And there’s one final study, one which is a little quirky in nature. Catharine Fairbairn, now a Professor at the University of Illinois, devoted her PhD to studying the effects of alcohol and gender on spreading smiles54. Authentic smiles, known as “Duchenne smiles” in honour of French neurologist Guillaume Duchenne, involve changes to muscles around the mouth and eyes (as opposed to fake smiles which only involve changes to mouth muscles). Like an emotional contagion, authentic smiles can be “caught” by group members through an unconscious process of

mimicry, thus spreading through the group as a mutual smile and promoting positive feelings of warmth and social cohesion.

Fairbairn had read the findings of previous researchers that men were less likely than women to smile during social interactions\textsuperscript{55}. That research included a meta-analysis of 162 global studies and more than 100,000 research participants\textsuperscript{56}, which concluded that gender norms exert the largest influence on public displays of emotion. Fairbairn reasoned that when men drink alcohol together, it loosens the bonds of inhibition and this might be the cause of more smiling and social cohesion. She was right of course. Through a labour intensive process of counting the number and duration of Duchenne smiles that occurred over 34.9 million frames of behavioural data, Fairbairn found that a male smile initiator tended to smile for longer than they otherwise would have, and this increased the probability that his smile would be reciprocated by another group member.

What was unexpected were the findings in relation to the influence of women on mutual smiling. By separating the 360 male and 360 female research participants into small teams of three people, and allocating them to one of three groups (control, placebo and alcohol), Fairbairn was able to compare the effects of drinking as well as gender. Remarkably, Fairbairn found “group gender composition significantly affected the hazard of a smile developing into a mutual smile”\textsuperscript{57}. In fact Fairbairn found that in the control and placebo groups, the presence of a woman (whether she was one of three or two of three) increased the likelihood that a Duchenne smile would transition into a mutual smile by 9.2%. It wasn’t because women’s smiles were more powerful – or infectious – than men’s, it was because women tended to smile more in response. So instead of a group comprising one smiler and two neutral people, it was now much more likely to comprise one smiler, and a smile catcher.

This unconscious behaviour made a lot of difference to a group’s mood. More specifically, the more likely a smile was to be caught, the more likely the group reported a positive mood and feelings of social connectedness (for example: “I feel included in this group”; “my presence makes a difference to this group”; “the

members of this group are interested in what I have to say”; and “the members of this group value my ability to contribute”). And quite obviously, positive feelings of social connectedness are conducive to people speaking up.

So far, the signs are all pointing to the conclusion that men and women think similarly; however, they seem to behave a little differently in relation to team dynamics. It’s a generalisation of course, but there’s a tendency for women to create conditions that enable diverse perspectives to surface and be heard.

Is that it then? Women help elicit diverse perspectives by creating a more collaborative environment? Or are there more specific perspective differences between men and women? Should people still cling to the oft-reiterated view that men and women think differently or, as John Gray espoused, “Men are from Mars and Women are from Venus”?

Analytic and holistic thinking
“Do men and women think differently?” is a question that has also puzzled Professor Zhang, and in particular whether there is a gender fault-line that can be overlayed onto the spectrum from field dependence to field independence. Why has it puzzled her? Because it is commonly said that women take a more holistic (field dependent) view of a situation and men a more analytic (field independent). But is this true? Without taking you through the research in laborious detail, let’s go straight to Zhang’s conclusions.

Firstly, she concluded that men and women do tend to show differences in perceptual orientation, with men being slightly more field independent and women being slightly more field dependent.

Secondly, she agreed with researchers such as Professor Hyde (whom we also rate highly), that where gender differences do exist in relation to cognition, they are extremely small. Moreover, these small differences are overshadowed by the much greater levels of similarity between men and women. Our take on Zhang’s observations, together with those of Fine, is that, to the extent that they do exist, gender differences have been significantly overplayed because people are primed to

---

see male/female (more like men versus women) as a meaningful point of individual difference. In effect, individuals see what they have been trained to see – namely difference – and ignore what they have been trained to ignore – namely similarity.

Thirdly, Zhang observed that even though gender-based differences are extremely small overall, they are clearly influenced by socialisation. On this latter point, she noticed that “gender differences in psychological differentiation were neither significant nor consistent until early adolescence” ⁶⁰; were much stronger among older men and women; and that gender differences vary across cultures “with gender gaps being wider in cultures in which social conformity is valued more” ⁶¹. Finally, and most critically, she concluded that individual sex-based FD/FDI differences are malleable – they are not fixed but highly changeable.

Zhang’s final conclusion should not be glossed over as it speaks to the question of whether men and women can be relied upon, as a general rule of thumb, to bring a point of view that is more field independent or field dependent, respectively. Simply put, can people be certain that if they have a small team, say of three men and three women, individuals will naturally default to seeing a scenario analytically (men) and holistically (women)? What would create the conditions for change? One need look no further than corporate environments. It has sometimes been said that the only difference between a male and female executive, or board member, is that one is wearing a skirt. Probably somewhat of an overstatement, and more than a little pejorative, but this remark holds a kernel of truth according to Zhang’s review of what happens when men and women cross boundaries, that is, work in gender atypical domains.

Whether it is a product of selection bias (women chose male-dominated professions because of a ‘fit’) or acculturation (women fit in after arrival), Zhang identified a number of studies in which women who were studying or working in traditional male domains (for example, as accountants or studying business) showed no FD tendency. This means that, in contrast to the general population of women who have a slight tendency to see things more holistically than analytically, this is not the case for those women who work within a setting dominated by men. Zhang

---

proffered, “one cannot help but think that this lack of a gender gap could very well be attributed to women developing field independence as a result of being socialised in male-dominated fields”. However, she was quick to point out that the question of development is unsettled.\(^{62}\)

It seems then, that the assertion of similarity between male and female executives could well be true if it implicitly refers to the shared way that men and women perceive an issue. In practice, this means that ‘adding a sprinkle of women’ to an executive team is likely to add no diversity of perspective in terms of FD/FDI. Women on boards are unlikely to see situations through any more of a relationship/holistic lens than their male peers. Does that now end the debate?

**Risk taking**

Perhaps there’s one more issue to be discussed. According to current wisdom, men and women think (and behave) very differently about risk. Men are seen as naturally testosterone-fuelled risk-takers and likely to underestimate risk; whereas, women are seen as more conservative and risk averse, and therefore likely to overestimate risk. In essence, the belief is that men and women see risks differently: women see threat and men see challenge. This has led to a popular view post the GFC, that gender equality in the top teams of investment banks and financial institutions would have averted the crisis. Even Christine Lagarde, France’s Minister for the Economy in 2010, opined “If Lehman Brothers had been ‘Lehman Sisters’, today’s economic crisis clearly would look quite different.”\(^{63}\) Such commentary implies a 1:1 relationship between women and financial restraint because women would have brought their innately more conservative financial bias to the table.

The previous statistics developed by Credit Suisse suggest that gender equality may well have assisted company performance, if only because women are 50% of the world’s brains trust and gender balance would have meant that companies were drawing from the full talent pool\(^{64}\). Moreover, as Gratton and Woolley suggest, gender diversity would have facilitated a more open conversation between board

---


\(^{64}\) Bourke, J., and Dillon, B., (2011) *ibid* p. 10.
members and executive teams, thus enabling a broader perspective of financial affairs. What we don’t accept is that there are marked differences between women and men in relation to financial risk-taking. In summary, women cannot be relied upon directly to provide a team with a personal “anti-risk insurance policy”. Why did we reach such a definite conclusion?

There seems to be a small truth in the generalisations we have considered so far about sex-based perceptual differences. Generalisations about risk taking are no exception. Once again, that slight difference is overplayed as an absolute and permanent difference. Shades of grey, as well as greater levels of similarity than difference, are ignored. Let’s start with the small truth.

In 1999, Professor Byrnes (then at the University of Maryland), together with his colleagues Miller and Schafer, sought to answer the big question: ‘are there gender differences in risk taking?’ by using the standard ‘big’ research technique; namely, collect all the research one can find on a topic and conduct a meta-analysis. For Byrnes et al, this meant reading 150 research articles conducted over a period of 34 years (1964 to 1997) amounting to a total sample size of 100,000 – not an insubstantial set of data. However, studying risk is not a simple matter. Firstly, because each person has a different internal barometer telling them whether a decision is risky or not, taking into account the context and their personal capability. Secondly, because what people say they would do hypothetically and what they actually do in practice might be very different.

So the first step for Byrnes and his team was to validate that the 150 studies had looked at risk from multiple angles. They found the previous researchers had used: (i) hypothetical scenarios that involved research participants making choices (for example, about gambling options); (ii) self-report studies that asked people to quantify their risk taking behaviours (for example, in relation to drinking, smoking and having unprotected sex); and (iii) observation studies that involved researchers watching people (for example, making a risky turn into traffic). That seemed to cover the full range of possible ways to assess risk, leaving Byrnes and his team with a level of confidence that if they did (or did not) find gender-based differences, it would be meaningful and not driven by methodological biases.

---

Having satisfied themselves that they understood the shape of the research landscape, Byrnes et al set about the task of coding every effect studied (there were 322 of them) and segregating the results in terms of whether a gender difference was found (or not) and the size of that difference. The bottom line was that, on balance, women and men do assess risk differently, but not nearly to the degree that black and white stereotypes might suggest. The overall size of the difference was very small (6%) and quite frequently non-existent (in 40% of the studies the difference was negative or close to zero). This begs the question, when differences did occur, where were they found?

Interestingly, the differences showed up in some of the hypothetical studies. Men and women were quite similar in the way they responded to hypothetical choices about gambling options; however, they responded differently to questions that involved hypothetical behavioural and intellectual risk. This difference was exposed by a range of studies that posed dilemmas about: making friends in a new neighbourhood; walking home from the woods; solving maths problems; donating an organ to a sick child; and planting different crops. In each of these cases, men were slightly more likely than women to say they would take risks (mean effect size = 0.35). It wasn’t a big difference, but enough to be noticeable.

Even though we are interested in thinking-based differences, we can’t help but be intrigued by the secondary question: do those differences play out in men and women’s actual behaviours? The answer lies in the observational studies: men were slightly more likely to take risks which involved physical skills (mean effect size = 0.43) or intellectual risk (mean effect size = 0.40). These slight differences in how men and women are likely to talk about risk, and behave, no doubt give rise to the view that men and women assess (or think about) risk differently.

The challenge, given the dominance of male/female stereotypes about risk, is to recognise that the very small difference is being overshadowed by the much greater similarities between men and women. Especially as Byrnes also found that gender-based differences are diminishing over time – men and women are becoming more and more similar in the way they assess risk.

You might have thought that Byrnes’ study settled the question on risk and gender based differences/similarities. However, his study was conducted in 1999, ten years before the GFC. The invocation of gender stereotypes post
the GFC suggests that stereotypes die hard. Indeed, the GFC stimulated a new wave of research, some of which concentrated on the specific question of whether men and women see financial risks differently. These studies were looking for finer cuts of understanding. Are men and women’s attitudes and behaviours influenced by:

- Different types of financial risk (for example, insurance and protection against loss versus investment and prospective gains)? and/or
- The way a problem is framed (for example, as a risk or an opportunity)?

Other studies took a very different line and questioned why gender stereotypes about risk endure despite the evidence of greater levels of similarity, and why, therefore, women’s style of risk taking remains invisible?

An interesting study conducted in 2010 by Simmons College University Professor Maxfield and her colleagues (also from Simmons College as well as California State University) brought together some of these threads. Their literature review of the previous ten years’ worth of research on financial risk taking/aversion revealed that a simple framework of analysis which looks for male/female differences, and assumes that those differences are stable across different contexts, misses the nuances. For example, Maxfield observed that when men and women are asked to make decisions involving insurance against loss, their responses could not be differentiated by sex. However, when the decision relates to investment, some studies found small differences between men and women.

If people still believe that men and women make different decisions about risk, these findings would cause one to narrow the line of argument (that is, forget about insurance, let’s just focus on investment-type risks), but not reject the overall frame of reference (namely, men and women think about risk differently). However, the merit of such tenacity is called into question when one learns that even the studies about sex-based investment decisions are not stable, with some European studies finding that men and women’s decisions about household investments are similar, while some US studies find difference. And if we change the lens again, to focus on investment decisions by managers and CEOs, gender makes no difference at all.

These studies of shifting sands prompted Maxfield and her colleagues to reflect
WHICH TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE?

on why gendered stereotypes are so resilient. Why do people continue to believe in a simple and binary view that men are greater risk takers, and women are more risk averse? Why are people (both men and women) likely to use visible biological differences as a factor to explain individual behaviour?

Fine’s answer is ‘priming’: people have been taught from birth that sex is salient and meaningful. For example: people colour code children pink and blue; at school, sex-differences are used as a grouping tool, with boys and girls separated into different lines or seats; and cultures integrate sex-based differences into language, either directly by giving a sex to the word ‘the’ before a noun (for example, die katze (the (female) cat), der hund (the (male) dog) or indirectly through sayings (for example, “toughen up princess”, “boys don’t cry”). Priming means, in effect, that people are set up to notice if someone is male or female in a way that they are not primed to notice other differences (for example, left and right handedness) and to give that difference a significant weight. Confirmation bias (one’s desire to confirm a belief already held) and selective attention bias (a lack of focus on a full spectrum of information) help cement this priming. All of this, and much more, leads men and women to internalise sex-based stereotypes, including those that present men as action-oriented risk takers and women as cautious carers.

So how can one get a glimpse of men and women’s true colours, without priming people to evaluate risks through a gendered prism? Maxfield and her team took this question to heart. Their first hypothesis was that the phrase ‘risk taking’ itself has been tied to gender, therefore using the word ‘risk’ in hypothetical studies acts as a priming mechanism. Their second was that hypothetical situations might cause women to think in gendered abstractions; whereas, experience-anchored or concrete scenarios would show a different reality. These two hypotheses were tested when 661 women attending a leadership conference completed a survey. These women held positions as supervisors (30%), middle managers (44%) or senior managers (13%) and therefore had relevant business experience. As a base, Maxfield asked the survey respondents a “traditional financial portfolio allocation question” and this confirmed the “conventional findings of gender-biased risk aversion”, namely a minority of women (33% of the sample) were

likely to allocate more than 50% of a fixed sum budget “to a new project that may yield up to ten times the normal returns and has a zero probability of losing capital investment”, and 67% would allocate less than 50% of the budget to the new project – a conservative and risk-averse decision, to say the least.

In contrast, when the survey respondents were asked about their propensity to take on “opportunities” (rather than “risks”), and the frame of reference was actual business/professional opportunities they had taken up, then their responses changed dramatically. Under these conditions, 80% of respondents said they had sometimes or often taken on a major change opportunity, 79% a major new program and 90% a major assignment, each of which could be described as ‘risky’. So the way questions framed ‘risk’ influenced women’s answers. But there’s more. Maxfield found that not only are women asked the ‘wrong’ question, but they seem to behave differently to men when making their decision, and that behaviour plays into the stereotype that women are risk averse.

In particular, Maxfield found that women’s risk taking behaviour was influenced by three factors:

1. **Power** – the study found that women are strongly motivated to take risks when they have influence or the “power to make an impact… the stronger the desire for power, the more likely a woman will take on the risky opportunities”.

2. **Self-efficacy** (a person’s level of self-confidence in their ability to succeed) – the study showed that self-efficacy strongly predicts risk taking by women. No surprises there. Lots of studies show that risk taking (whether you are a man or a woman) is influenced by power and self-efficacy.

3. **Professional networks** – the study showed that women differ in the way they behave with their networks. Women “contextualise more or in different ways from men”. Perhaps linked to the field dependence tendency we observed earlier through Zhang’s work, Maxfield and her colleagues found that women like to find out about the context for a decision before committing themselves, and this means that they are likely to seek perspectives from their networks. Such behaviour (that is, asking “what do you think?”), when seen through a gendered stereotype, may look like uncertainty and that the woman is asking someone else to make the decision for her, rather than just gathering information.
To sum it up
Returning to our original question for this chapter on gender diversity, these studies lead one to conclude that sex-based thinking differences are extremely hard to identify, slippery, inconsistent and changeable. We looked at the chimera of sex-based differences in terms of analytic and holistic thinking and then we went down another rabbit hole trying to chase stereotypes about risk taking, only to find that women and men cannot be relied upon to provide divergent views on risk, even when that risk is one relating to investments.

More reliably, however, we have observed that women and men are likely to behave differently in groups, and perhaps even more critically, be expected to behave differently. While we do not advocate for stereotypes (as they seem to benefit those who hold power, and diminish those who do not), we see a hidden benefit. In particular, women are still given greater licence than men to demonstrate caring behaviours and emotion, and given the identified need for greater levels of collaboration (between team members, business units, business partners and the community), such licence could help teams to accept more egalitarian and inclusive approaches to team interactions: approaches that demonstrably enable diverse perspectives to be shared.

So, can we still say that it is of any value to include a male/female dimension on our 360-degree radar? That is, should organisations ensure that groups have a balanced sex ratio to generate a diverse thinking group – beyond an argument about reaching into the broadest pool of talent? The answer is ‘yes’, but…..

But organisations and leaders need to be careful about how they communicate the value of this factor, given the history of overblown, simplistic and damaging sex-based stereotypes.

Although we have suggested that being male or female may influence perspective, this is more likely to be because of the underlying connection to a gender differentiated experience (for example, work/family), than being a man or a woman per se. We can find no reliable evidence that being a man or a woman creates a definitive difference of perspective, across all men and women, that would help expand individual arcs of perspective. Nevertheless, we include it as part of our radar model because of Gratton’s, Woolley’s and Fairbairn’s research on the benefits of mixed teams, in terms of self-confidence, speaking up and cohesion. It may be as simple as men and
women liking each other’s company, or it may be a little more complex with mixed teams operating to dilute the behaviours of single sex groups. Either way, having men and women in a team facilitates a broader arc of perspective, because it helps enable individuals with different points of view from their peers to contribute to a group discussion.

Putting the story together so far, we have argued that attention to the racial and gender composition of a team can enhance diversity of perspective, not because racial minorities or gender minorities (usually women in business settings) bring unique perspectives or extra intellectual rigour, but because of the impact that they have on individual behaviours and group dynamics.

Of course people from diverse cultures, as well as men and women, should be on top teams because that is reflective of the broader community and a country’s brains trust. But the value-add is that these two aspects of diversity also help to elicit the latent diversity of perspective that already exists within the group because they indirectly change individual behaviours and group dynamics.

If the team members all come from the same educational discipline or work in the same occupation or function (for example, everyone is from finance) then there’s probably a natural ceiling to the ideas that can be generated, even if the group is racially and gender diverse.

In the next chapter, we discuss functional role and educational diversity and argue its capability to generate an incredible breadth of perspective, particularly if attention is also paid to the facilitative elements of race and gender.

The bottom line is...

1. Women and men are, as a general rule, socialised to behave differently. In particular, women have a tendency to notice more non-verbal cues and monitor conversational turn-taking. These behaviours have an indirect effect on diversity of thinking by changing the conversational dynamics in mixed groups and thus generating collective intelligence.

2. Social cohesion and psychological safety, which facilitate group members speaking up, are more likely in gender balanced teams. Thus there is a second indirect effect of gender on a group’s diversity of thinking.
3. There is little, if any, reliable and consistent evidence that women and men think differently. One exception is that women have a slight tendency to see a scenario more holistically, and men more analytically, and this can have a direct effect on diversity of thinking in a group. The difference is marginal and malleable.

4. Attending to specific sex-based life experience differences (for example in relation to work/family) is critical when developing relevant employment or customer-specific strategies.

Role and education: different thinking worlds

Functional role and educational differences have a much more direct effect on diversity of thinking, certainly when compared to the indirect effects of race and gender.

We have already hinted at the importance of these characteristics via the Nielsens’ Swiss research, which discovered that company performance improved when top teams comprised members with functional diversity. Our question is: does one’s role type significantly influence one’s world view, such that a mix of functions on a team will prompt diversity of perspective? The answer may appear obvious to those who have worked in multi-disciplinary teams, read Frans Johansson’s *The Medici Effect* which explored how innovations happen at the intersections of disciplines, or seen the 2014 film *The Imitation Game* about the Enigma codebreakers of Bletchley Park. However, we were uncertain about whether functional diversity (that is, one’s role or occupation) influenced perspective, or whether it was a difference more deeply connected to a person’s educational discipline, such as engineering, science or business administration, that trains people to think using a distinct mental paradigm. It turns out both have a role to play.

Professor Hambrick et al’s (Columbia University) thorough study of strategic decisions made by 32 major airlines over eight years is a masterpiece in helping pick apart the issues. He and his team examined 1,445 different types of decisions

---


PART 1: CLARITY OF THINKING

(or ‘moves’) which ranged from price cutting to route entry and promotion, as well as organisational performance in terms of changes to market share and profits year to year and, of course, top team composition (that is, functional role, educational background and tenure). In terms of functional roles, Hambrick divided executives into one of 15 functions ranging from CEO and COO, to Personnel/Human Resources, Marketing, General Counsel and Finance. For educational background, he classified executives into seven groups including Engineering, Science, Business Administration, Liberal Arts and Law. All of these data were in the public arena, for example, through articles in the *Aviation Daily* and in annual company reports, so perceptual or self-report data were not required.

Hambrick’s research was never going to be about what leaders thought was going on at the executive table, but what was actually impacting their (collective) decisions.

The exam questions for Hambrick and his colleagues were: is there a relationship between top team heterogeneity (that is, their dissimilarity) in terms of functions and educational backgrounds and company performance? Or does it make no difference at all? And, more critically, if there is a relationship, how does it work? Does heterogeneity enhance performance or reduce performance?

The hypothesis of enhancement rests on the idea that educational and functional diversity creates different and discrete ‘thinking worlds’, each of which access different knowledge and patterns of analysis, as well as networks. The combination of these diverse worlds facilitates an expansive breadth of perspective and problem-solving capacity. On the other hand, the hypothesis of reduction suggests that in these different worlds people use different language, hold conflicting paradigms and fight for the dominance of their perspective. Hence, far from improving performance through combining diverse worlds, people remain stuck in their respective corners and conflict prevails.

Why care? Hambrick and his team wanted to develop a predictive model of performance that took into account the top team’s composition, a model that would help them place bets with accuracy about which company would excel and which would not. Such information would be of obvious interest to a range of people beyond a group of academics, including investors, financial analysts, and executive teams considering a merger or acquisition.

Hambrick and his team bet that educational and functional heterogeneity
would enhance decision-making (and therefore an organisation’s performance) and, overall, their bets paid out – but not every time. The nuances reflected whether the decision was more strategic and pre-emptive in nature (that is, an action) or reactive to a competitor’s move (that is, a response). The diversity story never seems to be a simple one.

So what was going on? Hambrick and his team looked at the types of decisions the airlines made and classified them as either an ‘action’ or a ‘response’. Not all actions and responses are of the same calibre, so the researchers developed measures to assess the competitive magnitude of a company’s activity, namely its strategic significance (for example, a merger and acquisition or a substantial investment), noteworthiness (that is, the quantum of public attention generated) and scope (that is, the degree to which it affected other company operations). They also considered competitive speed, that is the length of time a company took to execute an announced decision (“action execution speed”), generate a response to a competitor’s move (“response generation speed”) and execute a planned response (“response execution speed”). It was as a result of this high level of detail that Hambrick and his team were able to determine that airline companies with greater top team diversity demonstrated greater competitive propensity, which can be described as a tendency to act strategically, and to make decisions with greater competitive magnitude, than their homogenous colleagues.

Hambrick’s findings call to mind the insights of Alan Joyce, CEO of Qantas, we quoted in the Introduction. And if we look at the value Joyce has placed on top team diversity (both gender as well as functional and educational diversity), it appears to be a strategy that has paid off in the long term for Qantas, as Hambrick’s study predicted. In particular, while other airlines failed during the six years Joyce has been CEO of Qantas69, particularly during the GFC70, Joyce undertook a program of substantial transformation, fleet acquisition and operational expansion.
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And, as the financial results posted in August 2015 reveal, those moves have generated significant profits both on international and domestic routes.\(^7\)

Going back to Hambrick’s study, he and his team also found that both functional and educational diversity played a positive role in terms of the noteworthiness and scope of a top team’s decision (that is, its out of the box and expansive nature). On the other hand, those aspects of diversity played a retarding role in execution speed, and one can easily surmise why: it takes longer to understand divergent views and agree on a unified position. Similarly, the more heterogeneous the top team, the slower it was to generate or execute a response to a competitor’s move, although when it did make a move the move was, once again, likely to be noteworthy and large in scope.

So overall, heterogeneous teams were more likely to act or respond strategically and with boldness. On the other hand, these teams made decisions more slowly and were less likely to respond to a competitor’s action with a tactical counter play. Does this slowness matter? Not in the overall scheme of things. The researchers found any short term challenges associated with top team educational and functional diversity were more than compensated for in the long term in terms of their company’s growth in market share and profit.\(^7\)

One last point on Hambrick’s study: because the researchers had examined the topic with such a fine level of detail, they were able to distinguish between functional and educational heterogeneity and the impact on different aspects of decision-making. One intriguing difference between the two was that functional heterogeneity positively influenced the significance of the response, while educational background had a negative effect and, additionally, the effect sizes were sometimes
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\(^7\) As at 26 February 2015 “Qantas International was profitable for the first time since the Global Financial Crisis, with underlying EBIT of $59 million representing a turnaround of $321 million on the prior corresponding period. The business is expected to achieve its target – announced in 2011 – of a return to profit in financial year 2015. In the domestic market, Qantas and Jetstar reported combined underlying EBIT of close to $300 million”. \(\text{http://www.qantasnewsroom.com.au/media-releases/qantas-half-year-2015-financial-results/}\). On 20 August 2015 Qantas announced results for the full financial year, and “its strongest profit since before the Global Financial Crisis, a $505 million capital return to shareholders and a Boeing 787 Dreamliner order to start a new era for Qantas International. For the 12 months to 30 June 2015, Qantas reported an underlying Profit Before Tax of $975 million and a Statutory Profit Before Tax of $789 million. The underlying result is a turnaround of $1.6 billion compared with financial year 2014, including Qantas’ best ever second half performance, with all segments of the Qantas Group reporting robust profits and returning their cost of capital.” \(\text{http://www.qantas.com.au/infodetail/about/investors/mediaReleaseResults15.pdf}\) retrieved 26 September 2015.

different, with educational heterogeneity more strongly influencing the propensity to act than functional heterogeneity. It’s challenging to make absolute sense of these variations: the best that can be said with a high level of certainty, is that both seem to independently influence decision-making, meaning that diverse thinking is enhanced by the presence of both educational and functional difference. They are not a pigeon pair, but work well in combination.

Taking a more intuitive approach to explain these variations, one can well imagine that if all of the top team roles were filled by people from one educational discipline (which is not unknown in accounting firms, legal firms or engineering companies), it would diminish their diverse thinking even if they were occupying functionally different roles. Similarly, if all of the top team roles were functionally similar, even if role incumbents were diversely educated, the role similarity would constrain their thinking. One can also imagine role and educational background having different impacts on an individual leader, given that in top teams leaders are often unlikely to be working in line with their original training (for example, Deloitte Australia’s former Chief Strategy Officer studied engineering).

Our hypothesis is that when an individual is operating in a role consistent with their original training (for example, Chief Legal Counsel), then their perspective is more cemented; whereas, those who trained in one field but now operate in another will have lost some of their original internal diversity world and gained another. This might also imply that the degree to which leaders stay close to their original thinking worlds is likely to reflect a strength in the diversity of perspectives at the top table, but the degree to which people have become generalists by moving between roles, would reflect greater dilution of perspectives. On a more positive note, it would also mean that generalists would have greater insight into another’s perspective, having passed through that diversity world.

The Enigma codebreakers
To a significant degree, Hambrick’s research was merely verifying a commonly held belief in the value of discipline and functional diversity, a belief that was manifested in the selection of team members to participate in the UK Government’s Code and Cypher School at Bletchley Park, Buckinghamshire. Whereas previous codebreaking teams in war time were dominated by linguists and classicists, the
team assembled to break Germany’s Enigma machine at the beginning of World War II was deliberately balanced by also including mathematicians and scientists. This diversity was later extended even further to include the British chess champion, crossword aficionados, a curator from the Prague Museum, an authority on porcelain and expert bridge players. 

Why such a radical strategy? Fundamental to Hitler’s military campaign was his Blitzkrieg tactic of rapid attack facilitated by speed of communications. Every day, the German Army would transmit messages (Enigma cyphers) to its Armed Forces in Europe and separately to North Africa, as would the Luftwaffe and Kriegsmarine. Four separate codes, issued daily, to be decoded by the Enigma machines. Armed with an Enigma machine, but no code book, the British team worked feverishly every day to crack the cyphers as soon as possible, and certainly before the clock struck midnight and the cycle started again, in order to communicate vital information to their troops.

Enormously stressful and complex, the success of the British team in cracking the Enigma cyphers multiple times has been attributed to their diverse perspectives and the leadership of the brilliant Alan Turing. As Simon Singh describes it in his engaging book on codebreaking, “an intractable problem would be passed around the hut (where they worked) until it reached someone who had the right mental tools to solve it, or reached someone who could at least partially solve it before passing it on again”. 

Multi-disciplinary teams
For those who work in the scientific community, the success of the Enigma codebreakers would be well known and Hambrick’s findings would come as no surprise. Indeed, scientific highlights sit at the intersection of disciplines. Witness for example, the ground-breaking discovery of the molecular structure of DNA, recognised via the 1962 Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine. This achievement drew on knowledge from chemistry, biology and physics: the areas of expertise covered by Rosalind Franklin (chemistry), Maurice Wilkins (physics), James Watson (zoology) and Francis Crick. As Professor Jonathon Cummings from Duke University and his
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colleagues recently described it, “A belief that scientists gain from exposure to different approaches, and that important problems require heterogeneous research groups, has taken hold across the sciences. Rather than depending on the gradual flow of ideas from one field to another, policy makers are promoting research that integrates the contributions of different experts no matter where they reside”76.

Indeed multi-disciplinary teaming has been a fundamental operating principle for such a long period of time that Cummings and his colleagues from Duke and Carnegie Mellon University and different faculties (School of Business, Human-Computer Interaction Institute and Language Technologies Institute), themselves living proof of the normalcy of inter-disciplinary and inter-faculty teams, decided to undertake a longitudinal study on heterogeneity and productivity. The question they asked was: is multi-disciplinary diversity really delivering its espoused value or have the teams become unwieldy many-headed beasts?

Cummings and his colleagues examined the nature and output of 549 research groups, which had been funded by the National Science Foundation between 2000 and 2004. In particular, they measured the productivity of the groups in 2009, that is, up to nine years after the research had been conducted, in terms of the number of publications produced (for example, articles, book chapters and conference papers). The total was 46,850 publications. More than just measuring quantity of output, Cummings and his team measured the quality of the research insights by considering the number of times an article was cited by others, on the basis that scientists will only cite research if it is both innovative and rigorously conducted.

As for the size and composition of the 549 research groups, the sample comprised a total of 2,200 principal investigators, together with numerous other staff, researchers and students. The study categorised the research groups according to three main dimensions: number of disciplines (1–4 or 4+), universities (1–7 or 7+) and principal investigators (2–13 or 13+).

Critically, Cummings and his colleagues found that the number of principal researchers increased levels of productivity (“many hands make light work”). However, after a certain point the group became too large and the productivity

per person diminished (“too many cooks spoil the broth”). Further, they found that discipline and university diversity, in general, added little value beyond group size. In particular they found that,

“productivity in research groups lowest in heterogeneity (one discipline or one institution) increased with more members…. At medium levels of heterogeneity (three disciplines or four institutions) productivity in groups also increased with more members, but not as much…. Productivity in groups highest in heterogeneity (four or more disciplines or seven or more institutions) did not increase with more group members.”

To give a sense of the effect of their findings, Cummings found that an average group generated 85.5 unique publications. A five-member group from three disciplines produced an average of 119 publications; whereas, a nine-member group from three disciplines produced 150. While 150 is obviously larger than 119, on a per person basis, the group of five produced more papers per person (24) than the group of nine (17).

How can the findings of Hambrick and Cummings be reconciled? Cummings’ interviews with 55 of the principal researchers hold the clue. Far from a multiple disciplinary team providing an immediate source of inspiration and innovation, the researchers spoke about problems with communication (64%), sharing of information (55%), resources (24%) and the logistics of cross-campus meetings. They spoke of researchers’ lack of familiarity with each other’s disciplines as interfering with group chemistry as well as creating conflicting aims and agendas.

Thankfully however, Cummings found exceptions to this general state of affairs, consistent with the picture and power of intersecting disciplines Johansson lovingly describes in *The Medici Effect* and Hambrick saw in his findings. In particular, Cummings found “a few heterogeneous large groups with unusually high publication rates”77. These groups were characterised by their strong leadership, the existing familiarity between some members, clear objectives and communication protocols, and frequent status reports by all members. Additionally, team members spoke about

the time and energy they invested in learning about others’ disciplines and language. These powerhouse groups worked exactly as expected— they created collective intelligence from their diverse disciplines as reflected in their overproduction of quality publications. However, they were the exception, not the rule.

Working across disciplines and university locations was obviously a challenge for all of the 549 teams. The promise of perspective diversity and collective intelligence was, by and large, no more than a promise. As will become clearer in Part 2: Biases and behaviours, everyone works under the spells of homophily and in-group bias. Both of these biases cause people to prefer, and connect with, others who are more similar than different, including those similar in terms of discipline and location. To correct this bias takes effort. Merely placing people in a multidisciplinary team is necessary but not sufficient to generate diversity of thinking.

Further, while it is always true to say that teams benefit from good leadership, this was obviously of critical importance for Cummings’ powerhouse groups and Turing’s codebreakers. These groups had leaders who not only provided team members with a sense of direction and purpose, but ensured that all members were actively included. Indeed active inclusion is vital when team members are educationally diverse because there are inherent challenges associated with bridging diverse mental models and language, let alone personal and tribal biases.

Bletchley codebreaker Peter Hilton described those characteristics in Turing: “Alan Turing was obviously a genius, but he was an approachable, friendly genius. He was always willing to take time and trouble to explain his ideas; but he was no narrow specialist, so that his versatile thought ranged over a vast area of exact sciences.”

In Part 3: The special role of inclusive leaders and leadership groups, we return in detail to the critical role played by an inclusive leader in helping a diverse group to collaborate.

We have placed a lot of weight on Hambrick’s and Cummings’ studies, as well as the Bletchley Park exemplar, in reaching the conclusion that functional and educational diversity create diverse thinking worlds, and these directly introduce diverse perspectives into a team. We are not alone in drawing this conclusion. A far more extensive review of 80 studies, conducted in 1998 by
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Columbia University Professor Phillips (nee Williams) and Stanford University Professor O’Reilly III, led to a similar view\textsuperscript{79}. In particular, Phillips and O’Reilly concluded that both laboratory studies and field research demonstrate that, in general, background diversity (and particularly functional roles) has a direct positive effect on group performance because it stimulates task conflict and expands diversity of perspective\textsuperscript{80}.

This theme received even more dedicated attention from University of Michigan Professor Page in his 2007 book: \textit{The Difference: How the power of diversity creates better groups, firms, schools and societies}.\textsuperscript{81} Having reviewed the literature and undertaken his own calculations (Page holds degrees in mathematics and economics), Page concluded that cognitive diversity, as opposed to identity (or demographic) diversity, has a direct and positive impact on a group’s ability to make predictions and solve problems. By ‘cognitive diversity’ Page means one’s perspective and mental models, and his regular reference to functional and educational backgrounds speaks to the primacy he gives to these influencers. His significant contribution to the topic of diversity of thinking is one we discuss further in 1.2 Diversity of approach and the six building blocks.

\textbf{Taking a scattergun approach to group composition}

There’s a final aspect to Hambrick’s study that sheds light on what we call ‘taking a scattergun approach’ to diversity. By this we mean that when there is \textit{certainty about the importance} of perspective diversity, but \textit{uncertainty about the elements} that create a broad world view, we often see a scattergun or paintbox approach (“I’ll have a bit of blue, a bit of yellow and some red”) to group composition. It’s what occurred in the PP&L brainstorming session.

To some degree, the scattergun approach also characterised Hambrick’s exploration, meaning that he looked at factors beyond educational and functional heterogeneity as potentially influencing team performance. In particular, he and his team examined tenure differences. Hambrick and his team would not be the first people to assume

\textsuperscript{81} Page, S. E., (2007) \textit{ibid}.
that differences in team member tenure influence perspective and, in particular, that newer team members might bring a different point of view ("fresh set of eyes") because of their newness. Indeed, this issue has intrigued many researchers, as Williams and O’Reilly III also noted in their review of the 80 studies on diversity and team performance\(^{82}\).

We hypothesise that this expectation is driven by a common personal experience of joining a new organisation or group and noticing practices and behaviours, both good and bad, that the locals seem to be oblivious to. It is the rawness of the change between an old situation and the new that means people see, and care about, the differences, but over time they seem to lose the care factor (acclimatise) and the clarity as well. This experience might, quite reasonably, lead one to believe that tenure should be a factor in our 360 degree radar model, and that, in our menu of options, differences in team member’s tenure should be intentionally factored in. But this is not what Hambrick’s research showed.

Hambrick and his team calculated the diversity of organisational tenure among the members of top teams in 32 airlines and then looked at whether it impacted the top management team’s decisions. In comparison to the impact of educational and functional differences between team members, Hambrick found that differences in tenure did not significantly influence any aspect of the team’s decision in terms of, for example, its scope or significance. Indeed Williams and O’Reilly III found that “overall tenure heterogeneity is associated with less effective group process as indexed by outcomes such as integration, communication and conflict”\(^{83}\).

For us, this finding on tenure was another reminder of the importance of taking a more disciplined approach to diversity of thinking rather than one based on a hunch. It may be that tenure influences the rawness of a perspective, meaning that newcomers see and feel it keenly, but not that old-timers are blind. In this way, tenure does not create a perspective difference in which people see a situation from a very different angle: it is more like a continuum.

To take the tenure example a little further, and using the 360 degree radar metaphor, think of blips on the radar that are closer to the centre, and those that are out at the perimeter. They are all within one’s arc of perspective, but some have
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distinct colour and shape, and others have to be worked at to be perceived clearly. Newness to an organisation would create a strong blip at the centre of one’s arc, but over time it would move to the perimeter. Caring responsibilities might provide another example of this continuum. The period of parenting of young children, or caring for an aging parent, is likely to be close to the arc centre for those who are in the midst of that experience. For those who have passed through that life stage there is still a perspective, but the intensity has diminished. In contrast, someone who has not experienced significant caring responsibilities at all is likely to have a different arc of perspective, particularly in relation to how they perceive the workplace and work/family integration.

**The bottom line is...**

1. Functional roles and educational disciplines both create diverse thinking worlds with their own paradigms and jargon, and they have a direct impact on diversity of thinking in teams.

2. The combined impact of diverse thinking worlds creates slower but bolder and more robust decisions in the long term.

3. Multi-disciplinary teams out-perform single disciplinary teams, but only if time and attention is devoted to bridging communication boundaries and creating clarity about objectives, and this is facilitated by an inclusive leader.

**To sum it up**

Drawing these threads together, Hambrick’s airline study clearly demonstrated that both functional and educational diversity enhance diversity of thinking at the top table and thus the capacity to make robust decisions about complex issues.

Cummings’ university research adds colour to Hambrick’s findings in relation to discipline diversity, highlighting the challenge for team members to communicate across diverse thinking worlds, but the clear benefits when they get it right. We expect that Hambrick’s executives were highly motivated to merge their perspectives and devoted sufficient time and energy to bridge the gaps, similar to the powerhouse groups in Cumming’s study. Both functional, and to a lesser extent educational, diversity broadens the perspective of a team, and therefore the way a problem is defined. These factors should also be considered in our radar of perspective.
Concluding comments on diversity of perspective

In this chapter we have discussed our 360 degree radar model of diversity of perspective, and in particular the importance of attending to the composition of a team in terms of race/culture diversity, gender mix as well as functional and educational diversity. Aside from drawing from a broader pool of talent, we have been at pains to point out that much of the benefit of these surface level differences comes from their indirect impact on group dynamics (race and gender) and the direct expansion of a group’s thinking worlds (via functional/educational differences). These factors are not substitutes for ability – that much is a given – these are value-adds to create diversity of thinking.

Communicating these insights – about the value of racially diverse groups, gender balanced groups and functional and educational diversity – is a delicate issue given the history of stereotypical views about race, gender and even occupational groups. We do not support those stereotypes and do not want our views to be misinterpreted. Not only are such stereotypes misguided, but they place unfair pressure on an individual to come up with “the big idea” or an insight that represents the whole of their demographic group. They imply that diversity comes from a person, whereas, as Professor Page notes,

“Neither a person nor an apple can be diverse. Diversity is the property of a collection of people – a basket with many kinds of fruit.”


The indirect value of racial and gender diversity, and the direct value of functional and educational diversity, to the overall diversity of a group’s thinking is a much richer but more complex message to communicate. More importantly it offers a more realistic view about how to create diversity of thinking and highlights the inherent risks and limits of visibly homogeneous groups.

Of course there may be other aspects of diversity that influence an individual’s perspective, or a group’s dynamics, such as religious beliefs, socio-economic status, age or being in a minority (on this latter point, Liswood likens minority status to the perspective of a mouse in a room with an elephant: the mouse knows a lot
more about the elephant than vice versa\textsuperscript{85}). Our discussion has only highlighted those characteristics for which there is reliable research about how the diversity characteristic operates and its impact on perspective – that is, enabling a group to see (and therefore define) more of a scenario.

We have taken a conservative approach when drawing conclusions, relying on research (academic as well as field and case studies) that illuminates whether a diversity characteristic creates a significant and reliable influence on an individual’s world view or the group’s thinking process. We don’t say that the factors we have identified always influence an individual’s perspective, or every group, but they create an effect that is more than noticeable when data are aggregated.

And of course this is not a perfect science: everyone is unique and one’s perspective is driven by a combination of factors, each with different weightings. For example, a migrant who has emigrated recently is likely to have a different perspective from one who emigrated as a child. Our conclusion is that a person’s race/culture, sex and function/education all influence an individual’s perspective to some degree (function/education much more so than race/culture or sex), and that all three influence a group’s perspective. This means that each of these three factors should be taken into consideration when creating a team, especially when that team is given a ‘perspective’ task, such as scanning or sensing the landscape, idea generation and filtering feedback. And even more so if that team is operating at a very senior level, such as a board, sub-committee or executive group.

Particular questions for decision may require additional perspectives from team members with specialist insight (for example, developing a financial product for a financially illiterate market would require the perspective of those who are and are not literate). Our radar includes the basics that we suggest apply across all teams charged with the responsibility of making decisions.

Our fundamental proposition is that to develop a broader perspective on an issue – to see a situation from multiple angles – one needs to be conscious of the personal characteristics of the team members. Along with all of the other factors that determine whether someone is invited to the decision-making table (for example their level within the organisation, role and knowledge), our argument is that attention

to these three main diversity characteristics will enhance the likelihood that the issue will be framed broadly, thus creating greater foresight about risk and the ability to spot new opportunities. Put simply, racial diversity helps trigger curiosity and thus prompts attention and the exploration of group members’ perspectives; gender diversity helps promote collaborative behaviours and thus perspective sharing; and functional as well as educational diversity provides a group with access to distinct thinking worlds.

Once a team has been selected with an eye to diversity of perspective, its members can have a higher level of confidence that their breadth of perspective will allow a problem or scenario to be defined broadly. This sets up the decision makers for their next decision-making activity: developing a solution. Which brings us to the next chapter, 1.2 Diversity of approach and the six building blocks, where we discuss a robust and disciplined way of problem-solving. This method provides a practical alternative to the random brainstorming we described in the Pacific Power & Light story, discussions which are driven more autocratically, and even a supplement to more formal decision making protocols.

**Insight 1**

In addition to the standard factors that determine whether someone is invited to be part of a decision making group (for example their experience, capability, level, role and knowledge), attention should also be paid to the overall surface level diversity composition of the group in terms of race/culture, gender balance and function/discipline mix.

These three factors will enhance the likelihood that a group will generate a broad perspective of a scenario, thus expanding horizons and reducing the significant risk of a blind-spot inherent in an homogenous group.

Defining a scenario or problem broadly is a critical precursor to problem solving.